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Abstract 
The problem of compliance with state and federal statutes while 
maintaining a healthy financial picture in a school district has long been a 
challenge for the educational community. The passage of the Americans With 
Disabilities Act (ADA) is an example of legislation which has caused school 
districts to evaluate their educational program as it relates to accessibility, 
opportunity and accommodations of people with special needs. Indeed, this 
statutory compliance also challenges school districts to comply while 
maintaining a sound financial basis. The constraints of funding has made the 
ADA an even greater challenge than some statutes. 
This study was conducted to investigate the requirements necessary for a 
school district to legally comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
Information gathered from various unit school districts in geographical sections 
throughout Illinois assisted in achieving this objective. In addition, a review of 
the available literature and research pertaining to this topic was made in order 
that legal requirements which exist due to this act were clearly understood and 
adhered to in the final compliance recommendations made to Iroquois 
Community School District# 9 in Watseka, Illinois. The ultimate goal was to 
present a complete plan for compliance with the statutory demands of the ADA 
in a reasonable and fiscally sound manner. 
The researcher surveyed a random sample of unit school districts in 
Illinois, performed a complete review of the literature related to this topic and 
attended a two day compliance seminar related to this topic in order to fully 
investigate the ADA and meet the study goals and objectives. Forty-five 
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surveys were sent to unit school districts in Illinois. Fifteen surveys were sent to 
each of three geographic areas within the state. Twenty-five surveys were 
returned which is a 56% response rate. The findings of the study were used to 
assist in developing an ADA compliance plan for Unit # 9 as well as developing 
recommendations for Unit # 9 with regards to financing this compliance effort. 
The results of this field experience will help to educate and inform school 
district boards and administrators about the requirements of the ADA. The 
writer concluded that while the ADA could significantly effect a school district, 
few districts fully understand the requirements of this legislation. In addition, 
even fewer school districts have made an effort to comply with the ADA. 
Actually, only a small percentage of school districts have taken steps to comply. 
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CHAPTER I 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 
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There is little doubt that public school districts across the United States 
have dealt with the imposition of mandates for many years. Often, various forms 
of legislation have been financially devastating to schools. Most school districts 
have dealt with scarcity of funds while attempting to maintain a high standard of 
quality education for the public which they serve. The imposition of mandates 
by federal and state governments adds to the difficulty whenever those 
mandates are not accompanied by funding. In those cases, the school district is 
forced to use existing funds that were meant for educational purposes to meet 
mandates which sometimes are not even directly related to educational service 
delivery. 
Balanced against this unfunded mandates problem is the need in our 
society to provide equality of opportunity for all when it comes to public 
education. In fact, education is an inherent right to which all Americans fall heir. 
It is, indeed, a property right. The fact that an individual is handicapped or 
disabled, is not, in itself, a reason to deprive that individual the right to be 
employed by or to be served by public educational institutions. After all, the 
greater the degree of the disability or handicap, the greater the need for 
educational services. Herein lies the rub. While there is a definite need for 
educational services and accessibility for handicapped and special needs 
individuals as far as employment and education are concerned, in most cases 
there are limited funds for school districts to make some of the proper 
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accommodations. Not all necessary accommodations require funds. However, 
many adaptations do expend those precious resources. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to accomplish the goal of bringing Iroquois 
Community Unit School District # 9 in Illinois into compliance with the 
provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act . It was anticipated that the 
results would indicate the changes needed both in written policies and 
practiced procedures in Unit # 9 which would bring the school district into 
compliance with ADA provisions. In addition, documents for a self-study were 
created which should bring about physical changes needed in buildings. 
Finally, financial considerations were studied so that the compliance 
recommendations could be considered in comparison to possible funding 
methods. The information presented should serve as a model which will assist 
other school districts in Illinois as they work to comply with the ADA provisions. 
The ADA was signed into law in January of 1990 by President George 
Bush. It requires all employers with over 15 employees to comply with certain 
provisions designed to protect the rights of handicapped and special needs 
individuals. The ADA proposes basic problem areas to school districts. First of 
all, districts must comply with the employment considerations associated with 
the act. Secondly, the act requires facilities and programs to become 
accessible to various populations with handicapping conditions. In other words, 
there is a public accommodations problem associated with this act that districts 
must solve as well. 
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The significance of this program evaluation was that Unit # 9 did not have 
a complete compliance plan in place to deal with the requirements of the ADA. 
The district's program to deal with the needs of special populations did not 
include specific plans in the form of policies and procedures to meet this legal 
requirement. Because the ADA requires school districts to provide many 
services and legal considerations to handicapped and special needs 
individuals who are protected by this legislation, it was necessary that Unit # 9 
consider recommendations that ensure that the district was complying with this 
legislation. Decisions concerning compliance must take into consideration 
financial aspects including possible methods of funding the physical changes 
that need to be made. Failure to comply with this act could result in the school 
district being fined or having lawsuits brought against it by individuals who are 
affected by the lack of compliance on the part of Unit# 9. 
This type of problem is faced by district administrators on a regular basis. 
Often legislation is passed which requires a district to evaluate its current status 
as it relates to new legislation. Then, the staff members are responsible for 
gathering information and presenting a plan to the board of education which 
brings the district into legal compliance within financial constraints of the local 
budget. The ADA was such an example. Successful completion of this project 
helped to bring the district into ADA compliance and improved the educational 
program and accessibility for special needs populations served by Unit # 9. 
The major effect and focus of this study was to bring Iroquois Community 
Unit # 9 into compliance with the legal provisions of this act. However, this 
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study and resulting implementation plan for Unit # 9 should serve as a model 
program for districts facing the same problem across the state. In addition, the 
effect of this study was expanded through a survey of school districts in three 
geographic areas of the State of Illinois to ascertain their level and methods of 
compliance. 
Specific Project Objectives 
In general, a district does not have much choice as to whether or not it 
will comply with the provisions of this act as the provisions are required by 
statute. However, some decisions will have to be made. Some of those 
decisions include the final wording of adopted policies concerning 
discrimination and employment issues as they relate to handicapped 
individuals. The decisions as to exactly what physical changes must are 
needed to comply with the legislation at buildings within the district must also be 
made. These decisions must reasonably bring the physical structure into 
compliance. Finally, decisions as to how any costs for these physical changes 
will be financed must be made as well. For example, district boards will 
ultimately decide whether or not existing district funds will be used, life safety 
bonds can or will be issued, or, if borrowing is necessary, to fund any changes. 
There is little choice in some of the decisions since those aspects are 
mandated. However, the funding issue could require that many decisions be 
made. 
The results of the study were designed specifically to bring Iroquois 
Community School District# 9 into compliance with the ADA in a fiscally sound 
manner. Specific objectives were: 
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1. To identify the legal requirements which Unit # 9 is subject to as 
they pertain to the ADA and present these requirements in a concise manner. 
2. To determine what changes to written policies or practiced 
procedures used in Unit #9 are needed in order to bring the district into better 
compliance with the ADA. 
3. To create documents for use in Unit# 9 to determine what physical 
changes will be necessary to bring Unit # 9 into compliance. 
4. To provide information as to how any necessary physical changes 
might be financed by the district based on practices in other districts. 
After compiling and analyzing surveys distributed to school 
administrators, information was gathered to determine legal requirements which 
Unit # 9 is subject to in order to comply with the ADA, determinations 
concerning specific policy and procedure recommendations were made, a self-
study document for use in Unit # 9 was created, and recommendations 
concerning the funding of these ADA requirements were made. The 
achievement of these goals can be clearly demonstrated by proving legal 
compliance with the ADA and through the eventual adoption of the ADA 
recommendations by the CUSD # 9 Board of Education. 
While the specific objective was to use the results of this study for 
Unit # 9, it is the researcher's opinion that many of the suggestions may be 
expanded and used by other unit school districts throughout Illinois. 
Assumptions of the Study 
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This study assumed that all unit school districts in Illinois were in the 
process of addressing the requirements imposed by the ADA. It further 
assumed that districts had established or were in the process of establishing 
written policies, procedures, and compliance plans in order to comply legally 
with this act. Additionally, it was assumed that the central office, or at least a 
building level administrator within the district, had been the person who was 
responsible for dealing with this compliance activity. A final assumption was 
that compliance with ADA has cost districts money and that districts have dealt 
with financing the costs in various ways. It was also assumed that Unit# 9 was 
not in full compliance with the provisions of the ADA. 
Limitations of the Study 
There are some factors concerning ADA and compliance that were 
outside of the scope of this study. Although the ADA applies to all public 
entities, this study was limited to public school districts of the unit district variety. 
This eliminates private school districts and dual school districts. In addition, this 
act applies only to those that employ a minimum of 15 total employees. 
Therefore, any unit district randomly selected that had a student population so 
small that it appeared it may not employ 15 people was also eliminated. Dual 
districts were also eliminated since Unit# 9 is a unit type district. The reason for 
the elimination of dual districts was that there might be funding sources 
available to dual districts or funding advantages to dual districts that unit 
districts do not have at their disposal. Finally, the geographic limitation to this 
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study was that the survey was sent only within the state of Illinois. Again, this 
limitation was necessary due to the fact that funding regulations and state 
statutes that deal with ADA compliance could be different in Illinois than in other 
states. 
The sample size chosen randomly within the state of Illinois was divided 
into three geographic regions within the state. The state was divided into three 
geographic regions for purposes of distributing the survey document. The three 
regions were simply defined as North, Central and South. The survey was sent 
to 15 school districts chosen randomly within each of the three geographic 
areas defined. 
Definitions of Terms 
For purposes of clarity, the following operational definitions were used: 
1. Administrator- A building level or central office personnel who is 
responsible for the part of the total educational program within a district which 
deals with policies and procedures relating to ADA compliance within that 
particular school district. 
2. Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)- Refers to federal 
legislation which was signed into law in 1990. This act was designed to extend 
federal civil rights protection to individuals with physical or mental impairment 
that substantially affects the activities of those individuals. This act specifically 
prohibits discrimination against disabled people by state and local 
governments, including public school districts. 
3. Policies- A school district's formal adopted philosophies and/or 
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practices as they pertain to dealing with specific problems or circumstances. A 
policy is a written method of how a certain circumstance is to be addressed 
within the school district. 
4. Procedures- The specific steps involved for a school district or 
district personnel to carry out the adopted policies of the district or to deal with 
various considerations. 
5. Compliance- Existing within the legal requirements of a statute. 
6. Unit District- A school system which serves kindergarten through 
12th grade with a single board of education as the governing body. 
7. Physical changes- Specific changes in the structure or 
construction of the building and/or grounds within a school district governance. 
8. Handicapped individual- A person who has a substantial physical 
or mental impairment effecting a major life function and is protected by the ADA. 
9. Implementation plan or compliance plan- A written set of policies, 
procedures and physical changes made or to be made by a school district in 
order that the district better meet the requirements of the ADA. 
Unigueness of the study 
This field experience was unique in that it provided a format in which 
legal requirements as they pertain to public schools regarding the ADA were 
researched and identified and presented in a concise manner. This will allow 
Unit # 9 and other school districts in Illinois to use the results in order to help 
achieve compliance and meet the needs of people with disabilities who are 
served by the school districts both as students and employees. The results can 
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be used as a springboard for both Unit # 9 and other Illinois school districts to 
make a significant effort to improve the educational program for disabled 
students and improve the working conditions for disabled employees in a 
manner which is legally sound, morally ethical, and financially achievable. 
Federal civil rights law requires school districts to perform these functions. This 
study has provided an effective format in which to carry out that mandate. 
CHAPTER II 
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RATIONALE, RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
The purpose of this study was to accomplish the goal of bringing Iroquois 
Community Unit School District# 9 into compliance with provisions of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act . The results should initiate the changes needed 
both in written policies and practiced procedures in Unit # 9 which will help 
bring the school district into compliance with ADA provisions. In addition, 
physical changes needed in buildings can be determined through the use of 
documents prepared to survey buildings as a result of this study. Finally, 
financial considerations were made so that the compliance recommendations 
could be considered in comparison to funding potential. The information 
presented should serve as a model which will assist other school districts in 
Illinois as they work to comply with the ADA provisions. 
The results of the study were designed specifically to bring Iroquois 
Community School District # 9 into compliance with the ADA in a fiscally sound 
manner. Specific objectives were: 
1. To identify the legal requirements which Unit # 9 is subject to as 
they pertain to the ADA and present these requirements in a concise manner. 
2. To determine what changes to written policies or practiced 
procedures used in Unit #9 are needed in order to bring the district into better 
compliance with the ADA. 
3. To create documents for use in Unit# 9 to determine what physical 
changes will be necessary to bring Unit # 9 into compliance. 
ADA Compliance 
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4. To provide information as to how any necessary physical changes 
might be financed by the district based on practices in other districts. 
Rationale 
The rationale of this study was based on the need of public school 
districts to comply with the provisions of the ADA in order that the district also 
provide the proper opportunities for handicapped and special needs 
individuals. This need is certainly balanced with the fact that funds are limited 
in most cases and accessibility accommodations can be made in a variety of 
ways which will allow the school district to comply while maintaining a solid 
fiscal base. The results of the study provided the researcher with information to 
make recommendations for the adoption and implementation of policies, 
procedures and financial plans in order to fulfill the legal requirements while 
maintaining the aforementioned financial status in Unit # 9. In addition, the 
results allowed for the creation of documents which can be used to perform self-
studies to determine physical changes in buildings within Unit# 9. 
Review of The Literature 
While strict adherence to affording special populations and handicapped 
individuals equal opportunities and facilities has been legislated frequently in 
our history, the specific requirements of this act are relatively new. According to 
a legal update flyer entitled Core Issues which is produced and distributed by 
the law firm of Miller, Tracy, Braun and Wilson. Ltd. of Monticello, Illinois, 
(1992) the ADA went into effect on January 26, 1992. The article further states 
that the ADA was built upon the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Many legal firms 
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throughout the State of Illinois have provided school districts with information 
regarding the need to comply with ADA requirements. There is little doubt that 
school districts will eventually deal with some aspect of this legislation. The 
number of people who are effected by some type of condition which this act is 
designed to protect is large. In a publication entitled Option CIL Newsletter (a 
newsletter which is a support publication for those with disabilities), the 
executive director, Lenda Hunt describes another important scope of this 
legislation (1995). She notes that there are more than 43 million Americans with 
some type of disability. According to Hunt, people with disabilities comprise 
America's largest minority group. She goes on to report that people with 
disabilities have the least education and the lowest income level of all minority 
groups. The fact is that if accommodations made by public schools will provide 
individuals with disabilities employment and education opportunities, and those 
accommodations can be reasonably made, there is no reason why the 
accommodations should not be made. 
School districts are faced with the same two pronged dilemma which all 
businesses must face. They must deal with the issue of accommodation and 
accessibility both for their employees (both certified and non-certified) and with 
their customers (students). The fact is that there are a tremendous number of 
individuals with disabilities that are interested in employment. According to a 
study performed in 15 major cities by the United Cerebral Palsy Association, 
persons with disabilities accounted for only .1 % of the total number of 
employees (1993). According to figures from The United States Bureau of the 
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Census, there were 15.6 million persons with disabilities of working age in the 
United States in 1992. Of that number, only 34.6% participated in the labor 
force. The participation rate for working age persons without disabilities was 
79.8%. In addition, only 14.1 % of the 15.6 million working-age disabled were 
employed on a full-time basis (1993). Report after report supported the same 
basic conclusion. That conclusion was that there are significant numbers of 
individuals in our society with some type of disability or limitation that are 
seeking employment. School administrators will deal with this issue as an 
employment issue eventually. The hiring practices of school districts, the 
accommodation of disabled workers, and accessibility to jobs are issues that 
must be addressed by school districts. 
The issue of accessibility and accommodation of the customer (students) 
for educational institutions is also significant. In a study performed by Louis 
Harris and Associates in 1986 it was reported that persons with disabilities had 
far less education, as a group, than did Americans without disabilities. In that 
same study, only 11 % of parents and 15% of educators said that schools did an 
excellent job of preparing disabled students for employment after high school 
(1989). In a study performed by the United States Department of Education in 
1993, less than half (45.7%) of students with disabilities who exited the 
educational system received a diploma, compared to 85% of students without 
disabilities in the school year 1990-91. Again, it was very evident that there was 
a need for school districts to evaluate their role in the process of educating all 
students toward receiving a useful and meaningful education. 
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When addressing objective # 1 of this study, To identify legal 
requirements which Unit # 9 is subject to as they pertain to the ADA and present 
these requirements in a concise manner, it is first important to look at the 
specific parts of the legislation and describe what those mandates are. The 
United States Department of Justice has developed a handbook for such use 
entitled The Americans With Disabilities Act Handbook. According to this 
handbook, the ADA is essentially made up of five parts which are labeled as 
Titles. The following is a brief overview of these five parts: 
Title I-
Title II-
This portion deals with reasonable accommodations and 
accessibility for employees. It encompasses issues like 
hiring practices and other discrimination issues related to 
protected individuals. This part of the act is designed to 
remove barriers that would otherwise allow persons with 
disabilities access to employment opportunities and 
benefits available to others without disabilities. Provisions 
of Title I are enforced by the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) of the United States Government. 
This portion deals with regulations for program accessibility 
in existing state and local government buildings. This 
includes all programs, services and activities provided by 
state and local government agencies. Provisions of this 
portion of the act are similar to provisions of Section 504. 
The United States Department of Education's Office of Civil 
Title Ill-
Title IV-
Title V-
Rights (OCR) enforces Title II provisions. 
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This portion deals with the removal of barriers in existing 
public buildings. Questions of concern related to this 
portion include whether or not the barrier removal is readily 
achievable in a reasonable manner. All new construction 
is mandated to be completed according to ADA Code 
compliance. 
This portion of the ADA deals with the removal of barriers 
and accommodation issues as they relate to 
telecommunications. This provision is intended to allow 
people with speech and hearing impairments to use 
Telecommunication Decoding Devices (TDD's) to 
communicate. 
This portion deals with miscellaneous issues related to the 
ADA. Included in this portion are items relating to how the 
ADA relates to and works in conjunction with other laws 
and impact on insurance providers and benefits (1991 ). 
It is very apparent that school districts have a legitimate concern about 
how this mandate needs to be addressed. The legislation is immense. As 
such, there was an immediate reaction from law firms that serve Illinois school 
districts which attempted to quickly bring districts up to speed concerning the 
requirements imposed by the ADA. In a document prepared for a presentation 
to Illinois Superintendents by Vickie A. Gillio, an attorney with the law firm of 
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Kusper and Raucci of Chicago, Illinois, information was presented which 
included an ADA checklist, and a section entitled Reasonable Accommodations 
Process. In this Reasonable Accommodations Process section, Gillio presented 
information that districts should consider when adopting policies and 
procedures for complying with this act (1992). Among the checklist items 
presented by Gillio were the following: 
" 1. Have you reviewed the questions on all application forms? 
2. Have you added a tagline to job advertisements indicating the 
company does not discriminate on the basis of disability? 
3. Have you posted notices containing the provisions of the ADA in 
conspicuous places? Have you considered EEOC's suggestion 
that the employer can include information about the reasonable 
accommodation obligation on job application forms and job 
vacancy notices? 
4. Have all those who do interviewing for the company been briefed 
on the ADA's prohibitions on pre-employment inquiries about 
disabilities? Have you prepared written guidelines for these 
interviewers as suggested by EEOC? 
5. Have all of those who do interviewing for the company been 
briefed on approaches that may reduce any anxiety or discomfort 
they may feel when interviewing individuals with disabilities? 
Have you conducted awareness training for your interviewers as 
suggested by the EEOC? 
ADA Compliance 
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6. Have you considered similar briefings and awareness training for 
managers?" (1992, p. 12). 
When compared to the four titles described earlier, it was easy to see that this 
list was only partial and pertained primarily to the employment issues 
surrounding the ADA. There were many factors to consider in this one topic 
area. Before moving on to the issues of student and employee access and 
accommodations to programs and facilities, the author of this paper will 
continue to illustrate potential pitfalls for school districts as they relate to the 
ADA and employment concerns. 
As noted in Gillio's list, the hiring process is effected to a large extent by 
provisions contained within the ADA. At the April, 1996, Administrator's 
Roundtable at Eastern Illinois University which was attended by this author, 
Martha Jacques, who serves as Eastern Illinois University's ADA compliance 
officer, noted that there are some key issues surrounding employment which 
school districts must take into consideration. According to Jacques, it is very 
important that districts examine the written job descriptions which exist for all 
positions. These job descriptions become important in defining the "essential 
functions of the job." If an "otherwise qualified individual" can perform the 
"essential functions of the job" with "reasonable accommodations" being made, 
employers may not discriminate against that person in the hiring process 
(1996). There are obviously some terms here that will require more 
explanation. The terms "otherwise qualified individual"," reasonable 
accommodations", and "essential functions of the job" will all be revisited in this 
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paper. The point here is that school districts must make sure that written job 
descriptions are accurate and clearly stated so that employment of an individual 
is based on the person's ability to perform those essential job functions and not 
on the person's disability or limitation. In an article written for Nation's 
Business, Mc Kee explains the requirement in the following manner: " The law 
has two main subdivisions ... employment and public accommodations. It 
requires employers and companies serving the public to make necessary 
adjustments to accommodate people with disabilities" (1993, p. 18-19). Later in 
this article, Mc Kee offers several specific recommendations for compliance, 
among these are, "Going back over job application forms to be sure they don't 
ask questions about disabilities. Applications should ask only about a 
candidate's ability to do the essential functions of a job" ( p. 22). He adds two 
additional recommendations for employers to consider in the hiring process: 
"Rewrite job descriptions to distinguish between essential and nonessential 
parts of a position" and "Review job-qualification criteria, screening procedures, 
and aptitude tests to be sure they relate to the key parts of a job" ( p. 22). 
The United States Department of Justice addressed the issue of job 
descriptions and their relationship to ADA complaints this way: " If a written job 
description has been prepared in advance of advertising or interviewing 
applicants for a job, this will be considered evidence, ... of the essential functions 
of the job" (1992, p. 2). According to the U.S. Department of Justice, among 
those protected from this type of discrimination is" ... a person who has a 
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life 
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activities, has a record of such impairment, or is regarded as having such an 
impairment" (p. 3). 
School districts normally have written job descriptions for positions within 
the system. In addition, most districts have a pre-determined set of interview 
questions for potential employees. In an article written for the Illinois Principal's 
Association by Dr. Larry Janes of Eastern Illinois University entitled Legal 
Hiring Practices: Protecting Applicant Rights and Employer Liability. Dr. Janes 
offers this advice for school districts as items to avoid during the hiring process: 
" d. Any items regarding disabilities including these non-permissible, ADA 
protected pre-employment inquiries under the December 1995 guidelines. 
i. Are you disabled? If so, describe the history and type of disability. 
ii. Do you have any limitations on hearing, speech or vision? 
iii. Have you been treated for any diseases? 
iv. Have you been hospitalized? Treated by a psychiatrist? 
vi. Have you ever filed a worker's compensation claim? 
vii. How many sick days did you take last year? 
viii. Please list any diseases for which you have been treated in the 
past three years. 
ix. Are you taking prescription drugs? 
x. If the applicant has an obvious disability or volunteers information, 
the applicant may NOT be asked questions about the nature, 
severity or cause of the disability, prognosis, or whether special 
treatment or leave will be needed. 
L_ 
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xi. Former employers may not be asked about disabilities, illnesses 
or workers' compensation history. 
TAM 1-at 5.5(b). 
Horton, NOLPE, 1996" (1996, p. 7). 
In this same article, Janes goes on to offer additional advice concerning 
the ADA and district liability. He mentions that while the employer can ask 
about the current use of illegal drugs, he/she cannot ask about lawful use of 
drugs except to validate a test for illegal drugs if a positive test has been 
received. One can only ask about accommodations if there is a valid reason to 
believe that an accommodation will be necessary due to an obvious disability. 
Perhaps, most importantly, Janes points out that one may not conduct a medical 
exam until after the employer determines that the person is otherwise qualified 
for the job. In a series of documents published by Cornell University's New 
York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, there is a pamphlet written 
which specifically addresses pre-employment issues as they relate to the ADA. 
This pamphlet, entitled Pre-Employment Testing and The ADA. contains further 
support of the notion that school districts best beware when conducting pre-
employment screening and testing. The following is a statement contained 
within that publication: 
"Under the ADA, it is discriminatory to use selection criteria that screen 
out or tend to screen out individuals with disabilities unless the criteria 
are shown to be job-related for the position in question and are 
consistent with business necessity" (1995, p.1 ). 
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The reason for this type of recommendation by the author of this pamphlet, Mary 
Ann Nester, who is with the U.S. Department of Personnel management in 
Washington, D.C., is that tests should not act as a barrier to the employment of 
persons with disabilities who are otherwise qualified to perform the essential 
functions of the job with reasonable accommodations. Further, another of 
Nester's recommendations matches that of Jacques as mentioned earlier in this 
paper when she states that, 11 Employers should design selection criteria for jobs 
to ensure a close fit between the selection criteria and the individual's ability to 
do the job" (p. 2). 
Finally, as far as Title I provisions and public school districts are 
concerned, Sally Conway (U.S. Department of Justice), who this author heard 
speak at the Midwest ADA Educational Convention in March of 1, 996, stated 
during a keynote address to this convention, 11 It is important that people 
understand that this is a Civil Rights Law, not a building code or funding 
program. As such, school districts must take steps to protect the civil rights of 
potential employees." 
The next portion of the legislation which is significantly important to 
school districts is the Title II issues which relate to program and/or employment 
accessibility and accommodations. Once again, the author found no shortage 
of information regarding this part of the puzzle. The Illinois Department of 
Rehabilitation Services produces pamphlets, booklets and documents that 
report vital information pertaining to this subject. Many of the pamphlets include 
legal and practical suggestions. For example, in a pamphlet entitled What You 
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Ought to Know About The ADA, which was produced by this department, topics 
regarding who must comply, employment compliance, accommodation 
compliance and accessibility are covered. It is clear that public school districts 
are among those entities that must comply with this act. This document also 
discusses items related to what a reasonable accommodation might be as well 
as a section which covers how much might have to be spent on a particular 
accommodation (1992). Of particular interest to the objective of bringing Unit # 
9 into compliance in a sound fiscal manner, this publication offers the following 
answer to the question of How much do I have to spend on an 
accommodation?: "If an accommodation will impose an undue hardship on the 
operation of an employer's business, it is not required. But, if an employer 
claims that one type of accommodation is an undue hardship, the employer 
must consider whether there are alternative accommodations that would not 
impose a hardship" (p. 3). The term undue hardship is certainly very subjective 
in nature. The publication goes on to state that the determination as to what an 
undue hardship is will be made on a case by case basis. However, there are 
certain factors that will be considered. Among those factors are: 
" 1. The nature and net cost of the accommodation needed. 
2. The financial resources of the facility making the accommodation, 
the number of employees at the facility, and the effect of the 
expenses and the resources of the facility" (1992, p. 4). 
There are other factors listed. However, for the purposes of the study objective 
concerning costs to the district to comply with ADA, it is evident that those costs 
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could be substantial, depending on the district's financial capabilities. 
Raymond Lin is a technical assistance and training specialist for the Mid-
Atlantic ADA Information Center in Arlington, Virginia. In an article written by Lin 
for Learning by Design magazine, which is an architectural services guide 
magazine for school officials, he states, " A lot of times, people get caught up in 
the architectural aspect of the ADA. But, it is civil rights legislation, not a 
building code" (1996, p.49) He further states, "The ADA has challenged people 
to think of new ways of solving problems" (p.49). In that same article, Tracy 
Savidge indicates that Nancy Richardson, project manager for the National 
Access to Public Schools Project points out that, " school districts tend to 
overemphasize classroom accessibility, when the law focuses on program 
accessibility" (p.49). However, Sally Conway of the U.S. Department of Justice 
made an excellent point at the Midwest ADA conference attended by the author 
of this paper when she stated that the same level and quality of service must 
exist or be provided when one provides access to a disabled person by 
relocation of the program. For example, the same level of privacy which existed 
in one location must be present in the new location (1996). 
Due to the magnitude of this act as it pertains to schools, education 
related journals and publications have included many articles about 
compliance efforts and the legal consequences and effects of those efforts. In 
an article in the journal School and College. Kenneley makes it very clear that 
access to programs, not buildings, is a major intent of the ADA (1995). This is a 
significant finding concerning the practical application of the intent of the 
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legislation as far as public schools are concerned. For example, he reports that 
ADA "looks differently at new buildings than old buildings. The law does not 
say you have to put an elevator in an existing building" (p. 11 ). This is 
especially significant to the objective of identifying the legal requirements which 
Unit # 9 is subject to pertaining to the ADA. In fact the entire point of 
"reasonable access" to programs and employment opportunities is precisely 
what school districts need to keep in mind whenever they consider what legal 
requirements they are bound by relating to the ADA. In addition, the physical 
changes that Unit # 9 must make to older buildings will also be impacted since 
all six of the buildings which house students in Unit # 9 are older buildings. 
However, new construction would be held to a different standard. The 
accessibility to programs and employment opportunities, not simply buildings is 
the key. It is important to remember that school districts need to consider 
employees and students when accommodations meant to provide accessibility 
are considered and polices and/or procedures are adopted. Accessibility 
means that students with disabilities have access to programs and that 
employees have reasonable access to work in a manner which does not cause 
"undue hardship." In 1992, United States Attorney General Dick Thornburgh 
stated it this way in a question answer format document created by the U.S. 
Department of Justice. This particular question dealt with accommodations for 
employees of an organization. 
"Q. What is "reasonable accommodation? 
A. Reasonable accommodation is any modification or adjustment to a 
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job or the work environment that will enable a qualified applicant 
or employee with a disability to perform essential job functions" 
(1992, p.3). 
This same standard of reasonable accommodations or reasonable 
access to educational programs can be applied to students and educational 
programs. Martha Jacques, of Eastern Illinois University, stated that, 
Reasonable accommodations could include any reasonable change or 
alteration of conditions which would allow a student to perform the life function. 
An otherwise qualified student might need a sign language interpreter if they 
were deaf or a ramp as access into a building if access is not available (1996). 
A good example of good faith in compliance effort is signage. In an article for 
Building The Model School. Lippen suggests that signage is a good way to 
comply with ADA requirements which is cost effective while showing a good 
faith effort. He specifically recommends signage adherence since it is unlikely 
to be considered as an undue hardship by the U.S. Department of Justice 
Compliance Boards (1995). 
The topic of "undue hardship" is especially significant to understand in 
regard to this study since the objectives of the study deal directly with bringing 
Unit# 9 into compliance through identifying the legal requirements of the ADA, 
recommending specific additions or changes in Unit # 9 policy and procedures 
as they relate to the ADA, creating documents for use by Unit# 9 to determine 
physical changes needed, and to provide information as to how changes might 
be financed. The term "undue hardship" has as much to do with the notion of 
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managing the compliance effort concerning policy and procedures as it has to 
do with financing needed changes. The term "reasonable accommodation" 
itself is very subjective in nature. Barbara A. Lee, an Associate Professor with 
the Institute of Management and Labor Relations at Rutgers University authored 
a document which is reprinted as part of a series of pamphlets by the New York 
State School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University. In this 
pamphlet, Lee offers the following observations regarding "reasonable 
accommodations" and "undue hardship": 
"If a reasonable accommodation poses an undue hardship, it need not 
be implemented. Undue hardship is evaluated by assessing various factors, 
including the nature and net cost of the accommodation, the overall financial 
resources of the facility, ... , and the overall impact of the accommodation on the 
operation in the facility." She continues, "The employer need not create a new 
job for the person with the disability, nor must the employer reallocate essential 
functions to another worker. An employer may be required to restructure a job 
by reallocating nonessential, marginal job functions." (1995, p.1) 
Attempting to combine all of the legal publications and rhetoric into a 
useful and meaningful format for use by school systems is difficult. Title I, Title II, 
Title Ill, Title IV, and Title V of the ADA combine to create a seemingly 
insurmountable situation for administrators of school districts. School districts 
have dealt with similar mandates involving special education and 504 issues. 
The experience gained in these areas is helpful in dealing with the ADA. 
However.the ADA does cause some additional concerns that special education 
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and 504 regulations did not pose. To identify legal requirements contained 
within these volumes which directly related to Unit # 9 in the author's attempt to 
satisfy objective number one of this study, another United States Government 
produced guide was very helpful. The guide is called Compliance With the 
Americans With Disabilities Act: A Self-Evaluation Guide for Public Elementary 
and Secondary Schools. This document was produced by the United States 
Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights. This publication suggests a 
"five-four-three" approach. The five refers to five action steps that a school 
district should take. The four refers to the four principle keys to success in 
achieving compliance and the three refers to three phases that they suggest a 
school district consider in developing a manageable process (1996). The 
author of this study feels very strongly that the recommended approach 
contained within this guide offers sound advice. 
The following is a synopsis of the ''five-four-three" approach referred to in 
this document. The steps are printed in bold followed by recommendations and 
facts concerning the step. 
Five Action Steps: 
1. Designate a responsible employee as ADA coordinator. 
This person would be responsible for coordinating all ADA 
compliance activities. Often this same person can readily serve as 
the mandated 504 coordinator for the district as well. This 
person's name, office address and telephone number should be 
published for all interested individuals. The recommended place 
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for publishing this information is student and employee 
handbooks. 
2. Provide notice of ADA requirements. 
A written notice stating that the school district does not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in admission to or access 
to, or treatment or employment in its programs and activities 
should be published. This statement should be provided on an 
on-going basis by the school district. Be prepared to provide 
alternative formats of this notice in case of the need for a disabled 
person to be made aware of the notice. 
3. Establish a Grievance Procedure. 
A grievance procedure for handling complaints associated with an 
ADA issue should be formally adopted and published by school 
districts. The grievance procedure should be published in 
student and employee handbooks. The guide recommends that 
certain components be part of the grievance procedure. For 
example, the procedure for submitting the grievance, a two step 
review process allowing for appeals, reasonable time frames for 
resolving grievances, records of all complaints, records of 
responses and a written record of steps taken to resolve 
grievances should all be included in the grievance procedure 
policy. The system should also include an alternative method for 
filing a complaint in case the ADA coordinator is part of the alleged 
discrimination. 
4. Conduct a Self-Evaluation. 
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This is simply a very thorough review of all current practices and 
policies used in the district. The purpose of this review is to 
identify any policies and/or procedures that do not comply and to 
modify those practices and policies to bring them into compliance. 
Again, it is important to keep written records of the self evaluation 
and any modifications made in an effort to comply with the ADA. 
This written report of the self-evaluation must be kept on file for 
three years and include a list of the persons consulted, a 
description of areas examined and problems identified, and a 
description of any resulting modifications. If a school district 
performed a self evaluation for purposes of 504, it must only 
review programs that were established since the 504 self· 
evaluation was performed or any new programs, policies or 
procedures that were not included in that evaluation. 
5. Develop a Transition Plan. 
Finally, a plan must be developed which addresses when 
structural changes to existing facilities are needed in order that the 
program, service, or activity is accessible to disabled persons who 
are affected. This transition plan should also contain some 
specific components. For example, the physical obstacles to 
programs, services or activities should be specifically identified, 
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the method in which the facility will be made accessible must be 
explained, schedule for making the modifications should be 
written (this plan should be sectioned into years if the planning 
time is over a year), and the name of the individual responsible for 
the transition plan and its implementation should also be included. 
These five steps are spelled out it more exact detail in this earlier referenced 
guide entitled Compliance With The Americans With Disabilities Act: A Self-
Evaluation Guide for Public Elementary and Secondary Schools. (1996) 
In addition to the five step process recommended in this literature, four 
guiding principles are cited. Those four principles are: Gain commitment from 
school system leaders, coordinate compliance activities, involve people with 
disabilities, and institutionalize compliance procedures. By institutionalizing the 
process, the recommendation is that on going training be performed to new 
employees and that handbooks are continually updated. In other words, the 
process must be on going (1996). The Illinois State Board of Education, through 
the office of the School Organizations and Facilities Section issued a memo 
written by John Dee, Division Manager, in January of 1993. This memo 
contained suggestions for implementation from the ISBE. One of the principles 
recommended in the U.S. Department of Education Guide is echoed by the 
ISBE memo as this memo states that" Someone with a disability should be on 
the team" (1993, p.1). The team refers to the people involved in the self 
evaluation. 
In the U.S. Department of Education's ADA planning guide, the final part 
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of the "five-four-three" process refers to the three phases of the process. Those 
three phases are (1) preliminary planning, (2) evaluating current services, 
policies and practices, and (3) selecting and implementing modifications 
(1996). Certainly with all of the literature which exists concerning the ADA, the 
process approach advocated by this publication assisted the author in 
achieving the project goals of identifying legal requirements of the ADA, 
recommending specific changes to written policies or practiced procedures to 
bring Unit# 9 into compliance with the ADA, and creating useful documents to 
aid in determining physical changes necessary in Unit# 9 facilities to achieve 
compliance. 
The review of the literature resulted in the author obtaining a great deal 
of practical information in order to address these objectives and the basic 
framework for the recommendations that were made in this study. 
Research Review 
A review of the current research concerning ADA Compliance issues 
finds that the topics related to disabilities in general have been researched 
widely. However, specific research which also include the references to the 
ADA are scarce. The review of research performed by this author did produce 
some interesting facts that are applicable. For example, a 1993 study 
performed by the United Cerebral Palsy Association, Inc. entitled 1993 ADA 
report card on American Access to public accommodations and employment. 
surveyed American businesses on the implementation and compliance with the 
ADA in 15 major U.S. cities. This study reflected that while there was some 
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movement regarding access to public accommodations, employment practices 
under Title I of the act were lagging (1993). This study was not specific to public 
schools although it seems to be reflective of conditions in public schools. 
A 1991 study performed by Louis Harris and Associates concerned 
public attitudes towards people with disabilities. This study examined public 
opinion regarding aspects related to the lives of persons with disabilities. The 
study was performed through a telephone survey of over 1,200 randomly 
selected adults from the 48 contiguous states. The results of the study showed 
a high degree of support for people with disabilities. This was true especially 
among the better educated and younger people taking part in the survey. The 
study concluded that despite the public's limited awareness of the ADA, 90% of 
the respondents favored central elements of this legislation (1991 ). 
Another study performed in 1992 reported the attitudes of Fortune 500 
corporate executives toward the employability of persons with severe 
disabilities. This study, performed by Levy, Jessop, Rimmerman and Levy, 
investigated the attitudes of executives responsible for the nation's largest 
companies regarding the employability of persons with severe disabilities. This 
study concluded that corporate executives responding to the survey (341 
respondents out of 1, 140 surveys- 30%) had favorable attitudes towards 
employment of persons with disabilities. 
While the review of the available research did not result in the discovery 
of any complete studies which correlated specifically to the project goals, the 
review did reaffirm the fact that public attitudes and at least the attitudes of the 
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30% of the Fortune 500 executives returning the aforementioned attitude 
surveys were positive toward employment of disabled people. With this in mind, 
the fact that reasonable accommodations must be made in order that these 
employees will be able to access work sites must be accepted by school 
districts as well as other employers. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
General Design of the Study 
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The results of the study were designed specifically to bring Iroquois 
Community School District# 9 into compliance with the ADA in a fiscally sound 
manner. Specific objectives were: 
1. To identify the legal requirements which Unit# 9 is subject to as 
they pertain to the ADA and present these requirements in a concise manner. 
2. To determine what changes to written policies or practiced 
procedures used in Unit #9 are needed in order to bring the district into better 
compliance with the ADA. 
3. To create documents for use in Unit# 9 to determine what physical 
changes will be necessary to bring Unit # 9 into compliance. 
4. To provide information as to how any necessary physical changes 
might be financed by the district based on practices in other districts. 
The general design of the study was to gather information which would 
assist in achieving the study objectives. 
Sample and Population 
The study was carried out by the researcher. A random sample of unit 
district administrators in three geographic sections of Illinois were surveyed via 
a questionnaire (see Appendix A). A cover letter (see Appendix 8) explaining 
the process and survey was sent along with the survey. The survey was sent to 
15 randomly selected schools in each of the three geographic regions. The 
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State of Illinois was divided into three geographic sections. Those sections and 
the geographical definitions of those sections were as follows: 
North: School districts that are located north of Interstate 80. 
Central: School districts that are located south of Interstate 80 and 
north of Interstate 70. 
South: School districts located south of Interstate 70. 
As mentioned, the procedure used to select the sample was to randomly 
choose unit districts out of the DIPRO school district directory until 15 districts in 
each geographic area were chosen. 
The setting for this field experience was the following 45 targeted school 
districts in Illinois which includes: 
School district 
Abingdon CUSD # 217 
Auburn CUSD # 10 
Beardstown CUSD # 15 
Bement CUSD # 5 
Bethany CUSD # 301 
Bloomington CUSD # 87 
Blue Ridge CUSD # 18 
Aledo CUSD # 201 
Alwood CUSD # 225 
Annawan CUSD # 226 
Geographic Area 
C-Central.N-North.S-South 
Abingdon, IL 60970 C-01 
Auburn, IL 62615 C-10 
Beardstown, IL 62618 C-11 
Bement, IL 61813 C-12 
Bethany, IL 61914 C-13 
Bloomington, IL 61701 C-14 
Farmer City, IL 61842 C-15 
Aledo, IL 61231-1551 C-2 
Woodhull, IL 61490 C-3 
Annawan, IL 61234 C-4 
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Arcola CUSD # 306 Arcola, IL 61910 C-5 
Argenta-Oreana CUSD # 1 Argenta, IL 62501 C-6 
Arthur CUSD # 305 Arthur, IL 61911 C-7 
Astoria CUSD # 1 Astoria, IL 61501 C-8 
Eureka CUSD # 140 Eureka, IL 61530 C-9 
Ashton CUSD # 275 Ashton, IL 61006 N-01 
De Kalb CUSD # 428 De Kalb, IL 60115 N-10 
Dixon CUSD # 170 Dixon, IL 61021 N-11 
Durand CUSD # 322 Durand, IL 61024 N-12 
Eastland CUSD # 308 Lanark, IL 61046 N-13 
Elgin CUSD # 46 Elgin, IL 60120 N-14 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 Elmhurst, IL 60126 N-15 
Aurora East CUSD # 131 Aurora, IL 60505 N-2 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 Aurora, IL 60507 N-3 
Batavia CUSD # 101 Batavia, IL 60510 N-4 
Belvidere CUSD # 100 Belvidere, IL 61008 N-5 
Serena CUSD # 2 Serena, IL 60549 N-6 
CUSD # 300 Carpentersville, IL 6011 O N-7 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 Geneseo, IL 61254 N-8 
Elmwood Park CUSD # 401 Elmwood Park, IL 60635 N-9 
Altamont CUSD # 10 Altamont, IL 62411-1298 S-01 
Carterville CUSD # 5 Carterville, IL 62918-1239 S-10 
Casey-Westfield CUSD # C-4 Casey, IL 62420 S-11 
Columbia, IL 62236 
Collinsville, IL 62234-3219 
Chester, IL 62233 
Dieterich, IL 62424-0187 
Alton, IL 62002-9028 
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S-12 
S-13 
S-14 
S-15 
S-2 
Columbia CUSD # 4 
Collinsville CUSD # 1 O 
Chester CUSD # 139 
Dieterich CUSD # 30 
Alton CUSD # 11 
Beecher City CUSD # 20 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 
Beecher City, IL 62414-0098 S-3 
Bond County CUSD # 2 
Flora CUSD # 35 
Carlinville CUSD # 1 
Carlyle CUSD # 1 
Carmi-White CUSD # 5 
Bethalto, IL 62010-1399 
Greenville, IL 62246 
Flora, IL 62839 
Carlinville, IL 62626 
Carlyle, IL 62231-1299 
Carmi, IL 62821-1499 
Data Collection and Instrumentation 
S-4 
S-5 
S-6 
S-7 
S-8 
S-9 
A self-addressed stamped envelope was included with the survey so 
that it could be easily returned. In addition, the option of FAX return was offered 
to the districts that were surveyed. Interestingly, none of the respondents to the 
survey opted to use FAX to return the survey instrument. The surveys were 
numbered for sorting purposes by geographic area as well as district. 
The survey instrument used sought information from respondents which 
would help to achieve the study goal of recommending specific changes and/or 
additions to Unit # 9 policies or procedures relating to ADA, identifying legal 
requirements, creating documents for use in Unit #9's compliance effort and to 
obtain information as to how necessary physical changes might be financed. 
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The survey included questions concerning district demographics in order to 
determine if there was a correlation between the district enrollment, Equalized 
Assessed Valuation (EAV), annual budget size and the compliance effort(s) 
made in the district. The survey also sought to ascertain the percentage of 
districts surveyed that had addressed the ADA compliance requirements. A 
significant portion of the survey questionnaire requested information concerning 
costs of compliance efforts as well as methods of financing those modifications. 
Information was requested as to who was in charge of the compliance effort and 
whether or not outside consultants were used. If outside consulting was 
needed, a question concerning what type of outside consulting was necessary 
was also asked. Finally, the survey sought to obtain specific information as to 
what type(s) of physical changes were made by the districts questioned. 
Data Analysis 
The data were collected and the results were tabulated and stored in 
database format on computer by the researcher. Information in Chapter IV of 
this study is reported using tables and descriptive statistics to interpret the data. 
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The ADA survey was sent to 45 school district superintendents in three 
geographic areas of the State of Illinois. Fifteen surveys were sent to each of 
the three regions described as north, central and south. Twenty-five 
participants returned the survey. This represents nearly 56% of those surveyed. 
The survey sought information from the respondents regarding whether or not 
their school district had addressed the issue of compliance with the provisions 
of the ADA. In addition, the survey sought specific information as to what 
changes had been made, who was in charge of the compliance effort, how 
much changes might have cost the district, whether outside consultants were 
used to comply and what methods were used to finance the compliance efforts. 
Basic demographic information was also requested including EAV, enrollment, 
the number of certified and non-certified employees, annual budget, number of 
administrators in the district and whether or not the district EAV was 
experiencing a steady increase, decrease or staying the about the same. 
Finally, respondents were asked to describe specifically what changes had 
been made to physical premises, written policies and/or practiced procedures in 
order that their district would be in compliance with the law. 
Of the twenty-five surveys returned, only twenty four were usable by the 
researcher since one was returned with the postscript," No time for surveys." Of 
the twenty-four usable surveys, ten respondents indicated that there had been 
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no formal effort by the district to meet ADA requirements. This represented 
42 % of the respondents. The remaining 58 % reported that they had made 
some effort to meet the requirements of the ADA. 
The breadth of this particular survey is limited to the districts which 
returned surveys. Those districts that actually returned surveys were the 
following: 
Altamont CUSD #10 
Bond County CUSD #2 
Carlinville CUSD # 1 
Carmi-White County CUSD #5 
Casey-Westfield CUSD # 4 
Chester CUSD #139 
Ashton CUSD #275 
West Aurora CUSD # 129 
De Kalb CUSD # 428 
Elmhurst CUSD #205 
Arthur CUSD #305 
Arcola CUSD #306 
Blue Ridge CUSD # 18 
Bethalto CUSD #8 
Flora CUSD # 35 
Carlyle CUSD #1 
Carterville CUSD # 5 
Columbia CUSD #4 
Dieterich CUSD #30 
Geneseo CUSD #228 
CUSD # 300-Carpentersville 
Eastland CUSD # 308 
Eureka CUSD # 140 
Aledo CUSD #201 
Auburn CUSD #10 
Table 1, presented below, reflects the number of surveyed districts in 
compliance along with which administrator was in charge of the compliance 
effort and what type of consultant service was used, if any. This information 
helped to meet project objective number two of determining changes in 
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procedure used in Unit# 9 to address this issue. The information presents 
picture to the Unit# 9 administration as to how the process is most generally 
handled by districts that have made an effort to comply. The Table also shows 
that a large percentage of districts have not addressed this issue. Survey 
questions 1, 2, and 3 represented in Appendix A are covered by this table. 
Table 1 
Compliance. administrator in charge and consultant use 
School District: ADA Plan Administrator in charge Consultant 
Altamont CUSD # 1 O No 
Aledo CUSD # 201 No 
Carlinville CUSD # 1 No 
Carlyle CUSD # 1 No 
Dieterich CUSD # 30 No 
Carterville CUSD # 5 No 
Blue Ridge CUSD # 18 No 
De Kalb CUSD # 428 No 
Ashton CUSD # 275 No 
Eastland CUSD # 308 No 
Arcola CUSD # 306 Survey returned without reporting information. 
Eureka CUSD # 140 Yes, not formal Sup't None 
Auburn CUSD # 10 Yes Building principal Architect 
Table 1 (Cont.) 
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Compliance. admjnjstrator in charge and consultant use 
School District: ADA Plan Administrator in charge Consultant 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 Yes Ass't. Sup't. Legal, 
Government, 
Architects 
Carmi-White CUSD # 5 Yes Sup't., with help from Special 
education coordinator. None 
Flora CUSD # 35 Yes Sup't. None 
Bond County CUSD # 2 Yes Ass't. Sup't. - Building & Grounds None 
CUSD#300 Yes Ass't. Sup't. None 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 Yes Ass't. Sup't- Employee 
benefits coordinator Legal consultants 
Columbia CUSD # 4 Yes Sup't. Architects 
Chester CUSD # 139 Yes Sup't., with help from 
head maintenance person. Architects 
Arthur CUSD # 305 Yes Sup't. Architects 
Casey-Westfield 
CUSD#C-4 Yes, not yet fully 
implemented Building Principals None 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 Yes, still making 
modifications Ass't. Sup't. Architects 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 Yes- Survey via 
architect only Central Office ass't. Architects 
In six out of the fourteen districts that reported a compliance effort had 
been made and/or completed, the superintendent was the person in charge of 
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the plan. In six of these cases, an assistant superintendent was in charge. In 
only two cases was the job left to the building principal ( only 14% of the time). 
In eight out of fourteen instances reported, outside consultants were used to 
help write the plan or support the effort. The most often used outside consulting 
help was from an architect, although legal consultants were used on a couple of 
occasions. 
The following Table 2 presents the enrollment, EAV and annual budget 
figures for those school districts which returned the survey. This information 
was requested in the survey demographic report section at the front of the 
survey. Although a specific project objective is not addressed by this Table, the 
Table does provide interesting demographic information concerning the 
respondents. 
The range of the enrollments of districts that have not yet addressed the 
ADA is between 400 and 4,211. The average enrollment is 1,435 of the ten 
non-complying districts. The EAV range for this group is between $14,900 and 
$342, 725, 162. The average EAV of non-complying districts was $84, 752,576. 
As far as annual budgets are concerned, the range of annual budgets in non-
complying districts was between $3,500,000 and $24,317,942. The average 
was $8,296, 794. The figures for the 14 reporting districts that have made a 
compliance plan effort were as follows in comparison: The range of enrollment 
was 600 to 14,000 with the average enrollment being 3,405 (compared to 
enrollment average in non-complying districts of 1,435); the range of EAV was 
between $34,000,000 and $1, 106,000,000 which is an average of 
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$252, 164,602 compared to the $84, 752,576 EAV average in the non-complying 
districts; the range of the annual budget for complying districts was between 
$3,500,00 and $94, 100,000 with the average annual budget in complying 
districts being $19,500,639 compared to the average annual budget of 
$8,296,794 in the non complying districts which reported. 
Table 2 
Enrollment. EAV. Annual Budget 
School District Plan Enrollment District EAV Annual Budget 
Altamont CUSD # 10 No 900 $25,000,000 $3,750,000 
Aledo CUSD # 201 No 1,300 $46,000,000 $4,600,000 
Carlinville CUSD # 1 No 1,850 $75,000,000 $9,300,000 
Carlyle CUSD # 1 No 1,550 $57,000,000 $10,000,000 
Dieterich CUSD # 30 No 575 $14,900,000 $2,200,000 
Carterville CUSD # 5 No 1,750 $28,000,000 $7,500,000 
Blue Ridge CUSD # 18 No 1,005 $76,000,000 $4,800,000 
De Kalb CUSD # 428 No 4,211 $342, 725, 162 $24,317,942 
Ashton CUSD # 275 No 400 $30,000,000 $3,500,000 
Eastland CUSD # 308 No 810 $75,400,000 $4,000,000 
Eureka CUSD # 140 Yes 1,700 $77,500,000 $9,000,000 
Arcola CUSD # 306 not reported 
Auburn CUSD # 10 Yes 1, 181 $34,000,000 $3,500,000 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 Yes 2,950 $89,000,000 $12,000,000 
Carmi-White CUSD # 5 Yes 1,700 $69,000,000 $9,300,000 
L 
Table 2 (Cont.) 
Enrollment. EAV. Annual Budget 
School District Plan Enrollment 
Flora CUSD # 35 Yes 1,480 
Bond County CUSD # 2 Yes 2,100 
CUSD#300 Yes 14,000 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 Yes 6,337 
Colurroia CUSD # 4 Yes 1,350 
Chester CUSD # 139 Yes 1,150 
Arthur CUSD # 305 Yes 600 
Casey-Westfield Yes 1,200 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 Yes 3,036 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 Yes 8,886 
District EAV 
$38,000,000 
$64,000,000 
$1, 106,000,000 
$1,027,786,805 
$92,000,000 
$38,000,000 
$45,300,000 
$41,000,000 
$143,717,629 
$665,000,000 
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Annual Budget 
$7,061,300 
$12,000,000 
$94, 100,000 
$58, 730,693 
$6,000,000 
$5,300,000 
$3,200,000 
$5,000,000 
$14,816,961 
$33,000,000 
Table 2 clearly shows that the larger the financial capacity of a district 
and larger the student enrollment of a district, the more likely that the district 
would have made a formal effort towards compliance with this act. However, 
the legislation does not make any exclusion for districts based on their EAV, 
annual budget or student enrollment. The purpose of this study was to bring 
Unit # 9 into legal compliance with the provisions of the ADA. For purposes of 
comparison also, Unit # 9 has an EAV of $50,000,000 with an annual budget of 
approximately $6,000,000 and an enrollment of about 1, 700. While these 
figures correlate more closely with the figures associated with the districts in 
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non-compliance, Unit# 9 has the legal obligation of compliance just as much as 
those schools with the higher average enrollments, EAV, and annual budgets. 
Table 3, below, illustrates information from the survey relating to the 
number of employees, geographic region and consulting information from the 
respondents. The number of employees and geographic section was 
determined by questions in the demographics section of the survey and through 
labeling the surveys as they were sent out. The information provided in Table 3 
revealing consultant type and cost comes from information gathered in 
questions 3 and 4 of the survey (Appendix A). The study objectives addressed 
in this table include identifying legal requirements that Unit# 9 is subject to 
(objective 1 ), and determining procedures to use while attempting compliance 
(objective 2). 
Table 3 
Number of employees. Geographic Region, Consultants and Consultant Costs 
School District #Employees Area Consultant Cost Consultant Type 
*Altamont CUSD # 10 95 s 
*Aledo CUSD # 201 116 c 
*Carlinville CUSD # 1 190 s 
*Carlyle CUSD # 1 98 s 
*Dieterich CUSD # 30 70 s 
*Carterville CUSD # 5 110 s 
*Blue Ridge CUSD # 18 118 c 
*De Kalb CUSD # 428 476 N 
Table 3 (Cont.) 
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Number of employees. Geographic Region. Consultants and Consultant Costs 
School District #Employees Area Consultant Cost Consultant Type 
.. Ashton CUSD # 275 40 N 
*Eastland CUSD # 308 110 N 
Eureka CUSD # 140 200 c None NA 
Arcola CUSD # 306 c No report provided 
Auburn CUSD # 1 O 82 c $200 Architect 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 340 s Unknown Legal, Architects, 
& Government 
Carmi-Wh~e CUSD # 5 240 s None NA 
Flora CUSD # 35 165 s None NA 
Bond County CUSD # 2 230 s None NA 
CUSD#300 1400 N None NA 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 927 N Not reported Legal 
Columbia CUSD # 4 160 s $2, 100 Architects 
Chester CUSD # 139 105 s $10,000 Architects 
Arthur CUSD # 305 66 c $1,800 Architects 
Casey-Westfield 135 s None NA 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 313 N $4,000 Architects 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 1040 N $6,000 Architects 
.. Illustrate Districts Without a Compliance Plan 
In those 14 districts that had written some type of compliance plan or 
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made a compliance effort, eight used some type of consulting services (57%). 
The most often used type of consultant was an architect. Architects were used 
in 7 out of the 8 instances when a consultant was used. In the other instance, a 
legal consultant was used. In one instance where an architect was used, the 
district also used legal and government consulting services. There are some 
additional interesting facts contained within Table 3. First of all, the number of 
responding districts by geographic area of the state is reflected. Fifteen 
randomly selected school districts were sent surveys in each of the three 
geographic areas of the state. The return rate was as follows: 7 of 15 returned 
in the northern section; 6 of 15 returned in the central section (one unusable), 
and 12 of 15 returned surveys from the southern section of the state. In the 
central section, 2 out of the 5 usable survey respondents had a compliance plan 
or effort underway and in both cases a consultant was used. In the northern 
section, four of the seven respondents had a plan and three of those four used a 
consultant. In the south, seven of the 12 respondents had a plan and only 2 of 
those seven southern districts used outside consulting help. The total range of 
the costs for consulting costs was from $200 to $6,000. A couple of responding 
districts could not provide the information for one reason or another. For 
purposes of this study, the researcher concluded that it was entirely possible 
that Unit# 9 might need to use the services of an outside consultant in its 
compliance effort. The cost of that consultant service could be significant. The 
most often used consultant would be an architect and that consulting fee would 
come after a self-study reveals physical changes that might be needed. 
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A final fact revealed from Table 3 supports the earlier finding in this study 
concerning district size and the likelihood that ADA compliance efforts are 
underway. In the ten responding districts that indicated no ADA plan in effect, 
the average number of employees was 162 counting certified and non-certified 
employees added together. In districts where there was a compliance plan 
and/or effort, the average number of employees was 385. Again, this clearly 
shows that the larger the district is, the more likely a plan will have been 
addressed. 
When considering the possible costs of funding ADA compliance beyond 
simply consulting fees, it became apparent that the cost could very well be a 
great deal of money depending on the work that is to be done. One of the 
objectives of this study was to provide Unit# 9 with some information as to how 
the necessary physical changes might be financed by Unit# 9 based on 
information gathered as to how other districts financed ADA compliance efforts. 
There was a wide range in the amount that was spent by districts responding to 
the survey (from $700 to $300,000). Some districts reported that they had not 
really kept accurate records as to how much was spent and how the project(s) 
were financed. However, as indicated in Table 4, most of the school districts 
responding indicated that existing district funds were used. In two cases in 
which significant sums of money were spent ($300,000), those districts used 
Life/Health-Safety funds to accomplish the compliance activity. In one instance 
where a significant amount of money was spent ($110,000 at Chester), that 
district opted to use existing funds. Many minor changes that were reported 
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really did not cost the districts much money and several reported items were 
changes in practice or policy that really did not reflect a direct cost as far as 
physical changes were concerned. However, there was most likely a cost in 
human resources to rewrite or revise written materials reflecting policy or, for 
example, printing new district applications for employment which were ADA 
friendly. None of the districts indicated using long term borrowing to finance 
debts associated with the ADA. 
Table 4 provides information that helps to identify sources and methods 
of funding ADA compliance efforts based on the activity of other districts. This 
identification process was an important objective of this study. The information 
gathered in survey questions 4, 5, and 6 is reported in Table 4. The reported 
information directly addresses project objective number 4 as information is 
provided concerning how necessary physical changes might be financed by 
Unit# 9. 
Table 4 
Financing Costs Associated with ADA Compliance 
School District Total ADA Costs Life/Safety Funded Existing Funds Long Term Borrow 
Eureka CUSD # 140 $300,000 $300,000 0 0 
Auburn CUSD # 1 O $700 0 $700 0 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 No records Unknown 0 0 
Carmi-White CUSD # 5 $300,000 $300,000 0 0 
Flora CUSD # 35 $3,000 0 $3,000 0 
Bond County CUSD # 2 $12,000 0 $12,000 0 
Table 4 (Cont.) 
fjnaocjog Costs Associated with ADA Compliance 
School District Total ADA Costs Life/Safety Funded 
CUSD#300 $34,000 0 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 Unknown Unknown 
Colurri:>ia CUSD # 4 $2,100 Not reported 
Chester CUSD # 139 $110,000 0 
Arthur CUSD # 305 $1,800 0 
Casey-Westfield Not reported Not reported 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 $14,000 $7,000 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 $26,000 0 
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Existing Funds Long T errn Borrow 
$34,000 0 
Unknown Unknown 
Not reported Not reported 
$110,000 0 
$1,800 0 
Not reported Not reported 
$7,000 0 
$26,000 0 
The final table report in this study was an effort to tabulate and record all 
specific recommendations from surveyed districts regarding ADA compliance 
activities. This survey question simply requested that districts list and describe 
the physical changes that have been made to buildings and grounds in order to 
comply with the ADA. It is the final question on the survey as shown in 
Appendix A. Table 5 specifically addresses the study objectives of identifying 
legal requirements which Unit# 9 is subject to (objective 1), determining 
changes to written policies or practiced procedures used in Unit# 9 (objective# 
2), and also revealed information regarding documents which could be used by 
Unit # 9 to assist in the compliance effort (objective# 3). 
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Total Reported Costs and Actual Changes Made 
School District Total Cost 
Eureka CUSD # 140 $300,000 
Auburn CUSD # 10 $700 
Bethalto CUSD # 8 No records 
Carmi-White CUSD # 5 $300,000 
Flora CUSD # 35 $3,000 
Bond County CUSD # 2 $12,000 
CUSD # 300 $34,000 
Elmhurst CUSD # 205 Not reported 
Colurrbia CUSD # 4 $2, 100 
Chester CUSD # 139 $110,000 
Arthur CUSD # 305 $1,800 
Casey-Westfield # C-4 Not reported 
Geneseo CUSD # 228 $10,400 
Aurora West CUSD # 129 $26,000 
Actual physical changes made 
Ramps, restrooms, new elevator at high school. 
Built one ramp to an entrance door. 
Widened toilet stalls, lowered water fountains, replaced ramps 
and built new ones, placed handicapped parking signs, started 
placement of signage. 
Elevators at high school and middle schools, renovation of 
restrooms, various ramps. 
Entrance ramps, door opening device for wheelchair, restroom 
stalls, fountains. 
Elevator in high school, railings on steps, remodeled 
bathrooms following new codes, new addition being built 
designed for ADA compliance, signs for parking, bus with lift. 
Water fountains, restroom modifications, lowering pay phones, 
curb cuts, ramps to buildings, parking lot- additional parking 
spaces. 
Written policy changes, numerous building modifications-
ramps, parking lot compliance, signage, doorbell to office, 
visual and audible alarms, signage with braille, restroom 
renovations, lower public telephones, lower mirrors. 
Parking and building entry, bleachers. 
Elevator 
Entrance accessibillty, chair lifts, door hardware, signage. 
Ramps in all buildings, water fountains, elevator in high school, 
designated parking, restrooms. 
Parking spaces, curb cuts, door hardware, restroom 
modifications. 
Building entrance ramps, water fountain, ground level access 
to restrooms and meeting room space. 
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Five out of the fourteen districts have installed an elevator. In one district, 
an elevator has been installed in two buildings. The initial accessibility to the 
building was a topic addressed by most all districts. Either parking, curb cuts or 
ramps into the building were accommodation activities in most cases. The next 
most mentioned area was restroom accommodations for accessibility and use. 
Water fountains and public telephone accessibility were also cited as 
compliance efforts. The districts surveyed indicated that these changes were 
made either due to an on-site self evaluations being performed or after a 
request for accessibility was made by an individual with a disability. In any 
case a reasonable attempt was made to make the building and program 
accessible to the disabled person. This list provides an excellent example of 
accommodations for use in creating documents to be used by Unit# 9 in its self 
evaluation and self-study to determine what physical changes might be 
necessary in Unit # 9. 
In summarizing the data gathered from the survey instrument, the 
researcher felt that a significant amount of information was gathered in order to 
help achieve the objectives of this study. In particular, the survey instrument 
assisted in helping to identify legal requirements related to ADA compliance, in 
creating documents for use in determining physical changes necessary in Unit 
# 9, and provided information as to how other districts have financed ADA 
compliance projects including the possible costs of consultants. The data also 
revealed interesting information as to the size, EAV and operating budget of 
school districts in the three geographic regions cited. It is clear from this study 
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that smaller districts have generally not been as active in ADA compliance 
activity unless there has been a specific instance where changes were required 
to facilitate a specific need on the part of a disabled individual. However, the 
intent of the ADA as reported in Chapter 2 of this study was that school districts 
begin compliance efforts and complete ADA compliance activities even if there 
is not a direct request from a disabled individual. In Unit # 9, the effort has been 
very much like that of the respondents to this survey. The district has responded 
to specific requests for accommodations in a timely manner. The results of this 
study will assist Unit# 9 in completing the requirements of compliance with the 
ADA. 
CHAPTERV 
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SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to accomplish the goal of bringing Iroquois 
Community Unit School District# 9 into compliance with the provisions of the 
ADA. The results will initiate the changes needed both in written policies and 
practiced procedures in Unit# 9 which will bring the school district into better 
compliance with ADA provisions. In addition, documents to be used in 
determining physical changes needed in buildings were to be created. Finally, 
financial considerations were to be made so that the compliance 
recommendations could be considered in comparison to funding possibilities. 
The information presented was to serve as a model which will assist other 
school districts in Illinois as they work to comply with the ADA provisions. The 
lack of a comprehensive ADA plan in Unit# 9 was the basis for this study. 
Forty-five unit school districts in three geographic sections of the State of 
Illinois were surveyed concerning questions regarding the ADA and compliance 
activities and issues. There were 25 returned surveys, of which 24 were usable 
for purposes of the study which amounted to 53% usable returned surveys from 
the randomly selected sample. This study was a descriptive research study 
which reported results of the survey in descriptive methods after analysis and 
compilation of the returned data. 
A review of the literature indicated that there were specific legal 
requirements that Unit # 9 must abide by while achieving compliance with the 
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ADA. The " Five-Four-Three" approach to compliance contained in the ADA 
Self Evaluation and Planning Manual for Public Schools (1996) were detailed 
in the review of literature portion of this study and described a reasonable and 
workable approach to compliance with the ADA. The five steps, four principles 
and three phases can serve as an excellent guide as school districts attempt to 
comply. Several other references in the literature review pointed out specific 
activities and requirements of this legislation which Unit# 9 must consider while 
working toward compliance. Numerous suggestions and support of the need 
for serious consideration of this mandate are cited along with much information 
concerning practical compliance tips. 
A description and discussion of what legal requirements are necessary 
regarding employment of disabled persons and accessibility to programs and 
services for disabled persons was included in the literature review as well. Pre 
and post employment issues were touched on with various descriptive 
definitions of what accessibility, reasonable accommodations, and undue 
hardships meant. 
A review of the research revealed that while there are few actual studies 
existing regarding specific compliance efforts by public school districts, there 
are several studies regarding public perception as it pertains to making 
accommodations for disabled Americans relating to employment and 
accessibility to programs and services. The research studies cited in the 
review of research portion of this study indicate that employers are generally 
favorable to hiring disabled Americans who are otherwise qualified for 
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employment based on the primary duties of the job. Other research revealed 
that employment practices under Title I of this act are lagging. 
Findings 
The analysis of data provided the researcher with an excellent source of 
information regarding the ADA as the legislation pertained specifically to public 
school districts based on the practices in other unit districts in Illinois. While 
over 50% of the respondents to the survey indicated that they have been 
involved in ADA compliance activity, the degree of that involvement varied from 
district to district and there did not seem to be a clear cut method of achieving 
compliance based on a systematic planning procedure. The study also 
revealed that while the ADA mandates applied to all of the districts surveyed, 
almost 42% of the respondents have not addressed the issue. 
In reviewing the results of the ADA survey, the following were findings 
concerning ADA compliance efforts: 
1. A majority of the districts that returned the survey have made a 
documented effort to comply with the provisions of the ADA. While the actual 
level of compliance varies, the effort is clearly evident. 
2. In 12 out of the 14 cases in which actual compliance plans were 
enacted, either the superintendent or assistant superintendent was the person 
responsible for the compliance planning. In many cases this person used the 
services of some type of consultant. The most often used consultant source was 
an architect. In all, 57% used some type of consultant. The range of cost for 
the consultant was between $200 and $10,000. 
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3. There seems to be a clear correlation between the size of the 
enrollment, amount of EAV and annual budget of the school districts which have 
addressed ADA compliance. The average EAV of non-complying districts was 
$84, 752,576 while the average EAV of complying districts was $252, 164,602. 
In addition the average enrollment of complying districts was 3,405 students 
while non-complying districts averaged 1,435. The average annual budget of 
non-complying districts was $8,296,794 while the average annual budget of 
complying districts was $19,500,639. 
4. The costs of ADA compliance in terms of dollars was primarily paid for 
by districts through the use of existing funds. Many of the items cost little 
money and were handled thorough the use of existing funds. In a couple of 
cases when there were significant dollars spent, Life/ Health-Safety Funds were 
employed. 
5. There are several actual compliance efforts which a public school 
district can make which will demonstrate a good faith effort towards compliance 
with the ADA which will not be cost prohibitive for most districts. Some of these 
changes regard policies and/or procedures and some of these require minor 
physical changes to buildings and especially accessibility to buildings and/or 
programs. These types of compliance efforts are detailed in Table 5 of the 
Analysis of Data portion of this study. 
Some of the necessary components of a legally acceptable and 
financially affordable ADA compliance plan for Unit# 9 schools can be readily 
found based on findings of this study. Those findings are as follows: 
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1. Research possible use of Life/Health-Safety funding to finance large 
dollar items such as elevators or building renovations. 
2. Whenever there is a building renovation being considered, make 
sure that the ADA is considered and an architect is consulted to help determine 
the exact specifications for any new construction or significant remodeling. 
3. Consider simple compliance efforts on an on-going basis. Districts 
responding to the ADA survey cited items like parking spaces, signage 
modifications, ramps, restroom accessibility, written policy changes, and water 
fountains as items that can be addressed which will show the good faith effort 
which ADA requires. 
4. Use consultants on an as needed basis. Very few of the school 
districts surveyed needed to hire consultants for minor changes and reasonable 
adaptations for accommodation purposes. 
Conclusions 
Based on the information gathered from the survey and review of the 
literature and the law, the writer feels that many public school districts have 
failed to address the mandates of the ADA in an effective manner. While some 
districts have made very good progress towards the goal of full compliance, 
most districts have faced the ADA with an attitude of simply meeting the 
requirements as the need arises. The fact that 42% of the respondents to the 
ADA survey have failed to address this issue in the form of a compliance plan is 
evidence of this fact. In addition, the fact is that among the respondents, there is 
little to indicate a consensus of activities toward compliance beyond creating 
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handicapped parking spaces, signage, and minor building accessibility efforts. 
The ADA is much more than an act which requires districts to comply as 
needed. The ADA is widely misunderstood and until a situation arises which 
requires the district to take action, the act is often ignored. 
In Unit # 9, there have been some of the same types of efforts made 
toward ADA compliance on an as needed basis. In addition, a self-study was 
performed by the district several years ago. However, based on the research 
performed for this study, the Unit # 9 compliance effort matches that of a majority 
of the districts surveyed in that it lacks coordination and organization. There is a 
need to create a systemized approach to ADA compliance based on 
requirements of the law and resources of the district. It can be concluded from 
the data that this effort is not evident in a majority of public school districts as 
well. Areas that specifically are weak in Unit # 9 include the need for building 
and grounds surveys using a survey instrument which will include inspections 
regarding the requirements of the ADA. In addition employment practices and 
other policies should be reviewed and job descriptions should also be checked 
to be sure that appropriate references to the major functions of the job are 
clearly spelled out. From the information gathered in the survey and through 
the research that was performed as part of this study, the task of coordinating 
the Unit# 9 compliance into an effective plan which improves the present 
conditions can be accomplished. Further, the objectives of this study dealing 
with creation of documents for use in Unit# 9 to evaluate the present situation, 
to make specific recommendations for changes or review of current policies 
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and/or practices as they relate to the ADA and making recommendations 
regarding financing of the needed physical changes can also be achieved. 
The following recommendations and accompanying documents created for use 
in Unit # 9 are evidence of the conclusion that an improvement in the Unit # 9 
ADA compliance effort has been achieved. 
Recommendations 
Based on the results of the research of the literature and findings from the 
survey performed, this researcher believes that the recommendations made on 
the following pages of this report will assist other educators and professionals 
who are interested in bringing their school district into better compliance with 
the requirements of the ADA. Further, the recommendations will address the 
specific objectives of this study in that the legal requirements which Unit# 9 is 
subject to in order to comply with the ADA were addressed, additions or 
changes to written policies and/or procedures were recommended, documents 
were created and are presented which will help determine changes necessary 
for compliance through a self-study, and information concerning financing of 
ADA compliance issues is provided. The recommendations and self-study 
document presented as Appendix C are designed specifically for Unit # 9. 
However, other unit school districts within Illinois can benefit from these 
recommendations and forms. 
1. It is recommended that Unit# 9 perform a self-study or self-
evaluation. This self-study should be in written form and available for public 
inspection for at least three years. According to the ADA Self Evaluation and 
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Transition Planning Guide for Public Schools which is published by the United 
States Office for Civil Rights (1996), information gathered from various school 
districts surveyed in the ADA study completed by this author and from other 
various legal publications studied, the self-study should include several 
components. The specific components that are recommended to be part of this 
self-study for unit are the following: 
Examine each program to determine whether any physical barriers to 
access exist. Appendix C is a self-study document which is recommended for 
use in Unit# 9 to determine any barriers to program accessibility. The building 
principal responsible for each of the six buildings should use the document 
prepared to inspect the building checking each item. The walk through should 
be done with the custodial staff and the district maintenance man. In addition, 
according to Mr. Steve Durian, the business manager at Geneseo Unit # 228, it 
would be very beneficial to travel through the buildings with a disabled person. 
In the survey returned by Mr. Durian, he writes, " It was a very worthwhile 
process to travel the buildings with a citizen in a wheelchair and hear things 
from his viewpoint." This advice is echoed by the Illinois State Board of 
Education. It is highly recommended that each building principal include a 
disabled, wheelchair bound person on the building accessibility walk through. 
2. Unit# 9 should perform a thorough review of policies/practices 
and procedures to determine whether any exclude or limit the participation of 
individuals with disabilities in any programs, activities or services. Unit # 9 
recently adopted a Uniform Grievance Procedure which includes the grievance 
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procedure to be followed concerning Title II of the Americans With Disabilities 
Act. This grievance procedure is included in all student and employee 
handbooks. Therefore, the district has complied with this portion of the act as 
far as policies are concerned. Other areas that need to be examined include 
The Fair Employment Practices Commission Policy statement and the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission Policy statement. According the the 
EEOC, the following statements should be adopted: 
"Iroquois Community Unit School District No. 9 is an equal opportunity 
employer. All employment policies and practices shall be designed to see that 
no person is denied employment or promotion because of race, color, sex, 
handicap (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973), national origin, 
ancestry, or disability {American with Disabilities Act of 1990). In 
addition all purchase contracts entered into shall be in conformance with the 
rules and regulations of the Fair Employment Practices Commission." 
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission statement should read 
as follows: 
" Equal Employment Opportunity is legal, social, and economic necessity 
for Iroquois Community Unit# 9. From Its inception, District No. 9 has attempted 
to develop policies and procedures to assure that the employment, promotion 
and retention of personnel on the basis of merit and fitness without regard to 
race, color, religion, handicap, (Sec. 504- Rehabilitation Act of 1973), sex, age 
between 18 and 65, or national origin or disability {Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990), within the limitations required by law. This policy 
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reaffirms District No. 9's commitment to equal employment opportunity. All 
personnel actions and policies shall be designed to fulfill this commitment to 
those laws and regulations applicable to public schools which are designed to 
assure that the best qualified persons are selected for all job openings. In 
addition, this commitment specifically provides first, that the recruitment, hiring, 
retention, opportunities for advancement, and termination of employees be 
administered without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap (Section 
504- Rehabilitation Act of 1973), or national origin or disability (Americans 
With Disabilities Act of 1990) within the limitations required by law, except 
where same is a bona fide occupational qualification or where disability 
has been shown to be job-related and consistent with business necessity, 
and such performance cannot be accomplished by reasonable accommodation; 
and second, that affirmative action be taken to insure compliance with this goal." 
All Unit# 9 stationary or any other printed material does include a 
statement that Unit# 9 does not discriminate on the basis of disability. In 
January of 1993, Unit # 9 published an ad in the local newspaper which stated 
that Unit # 9 was in the process of evaluating all practices, programs and 
services to investigate compliance with the ADA. It requested that persons who 
had any comments on how services could be improved to serve handicapped 
individuals write to or contact the unit offices. It is recommended that while the 
building walk throughs and review of policies are taking place that the ad be 
republished in the local paper. 
3. Unit# 9 should review its employment practices to insure that they 
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comply with all applicable non-discrimination requirements. Appropriate 
changes should be made in the following areas: 
a. Employment applications should be rewritten reflecting ADA 
compliance criteria. The non-discrimination statements written in 
# 2 above should be included on the application forms. 
b. Job descriptions should be revised as needed to reflect the 
primary function of the job. 
c. An EEOC poster containing appropriate notice language should 
be posted in all buildings. 
d. An audio cassette of the ADA posting notice should be prepared 
and/or made available if needed. 
e. The unit office should be prepared to provide information on job 
openings and employee benefits and/or orientation in different 
formats in order to communicate effectively with disabled 
Americans. 
f. All administrators involved in the hiring process should be 
informed of proper interviewing techniques to comply with the 
ADA. All interview questions should be screened by the ADA 
coordinator to review for compliance legality. 
4. A written transition plan must be developed by Unit# 9. Again, as 
stated in government documents regarding ADA, this plan must contain specific 
components. The physical obstacles to programs, services or activities should 
be identified, and the method in which accessibility will be achieved and a 
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schedule for the modification should be included. In addition the name of the 
person responsible for the transition plan should also be included in the plan. 
After the ADA self-study compliance walk through has been performed, the ADA 
coordinator should make a building by building list of necessary physical 
changes that need to be made in order for Unit # 9 to be in compliance with the 
ADA. This list, along with the planned compliance activities, constitutes the 
transition plan for Unit # 9. 
5. Whenever any activity takes place which is a compliance effort, 
whether the effort is policy, procedure, practice or physical change related to the 
ADA, the compliance activity should be noted in a written log. This is 
important so that Unit # 9 can show the good faith effort which the act requires. 
Written records are important in terms of responses to any grievances as well. 
6. An ADA manager or coordinator should be officially named by Unit 
# 9's Board of Education. This person should be in charge of the compliance 
effort and receive training in ADA compliance. This person should then train 
other administrators in ADA compliance. It would be this author's 
recommendation that the same person that is the Unit 504 coordinator be 
named the ADA Coordinator. Many of the concerns that one deals with in 504 
contemplation are also relevant to ADA considerations. This ADA coordinator 
should receive annual updated training and there should be a written 
documentation of this on-going training. 
7. There should be an inservice effort made so that the entire faculty 
and staff in Unit # 9 receive some initial training concerning ADA and its 
L 
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requirements. Unit # 9 has a new teacher orientation training for all new 
teachers. During this time, there should be an effort made to educate the new 
teachers each year. All teachers should receive any education concerning 
updated ADA information on a timely basis during regular inservice. Again, 
there should be a written record of this inservice. 
8. There should be an immediate effort made to provide signage in 
Unit # 9 signifying handicapped entrances, ramps, telephones, restrooms and 
the like. This is a fairly inexpensive activity that shows a good faith effort. 
9. When financing of ADA compliance projects from the transition 
plan is considered, the recommendation is to try to complete ADA work using 
Life/Health-Safety funding whenever possible. Make sure that a legal 
consultant or architect is used to verify compliance with codes. This is 
especially important for any new construction or major remodeling in the district. 
If possible, smaller projects can be performed by using existing funds and by all 
means, remember, that programs and services are the target of accessibility 
efforts, not necessarily buildings. 
10. The installation of one TTD phone for use by disabled persons is 
highly recommended at the high school. This item would cost the district about 
$250 and with proper signage shows a very visible good faith effort. The district 
would be addressing Title IV of the act (Communications) with this effort. 
11. When hosting events, especially at the high school and junior high 
school, make sure to request from participating schools whether or not there is a 
need for any special accommodations for disabled persons coming from those 
I 
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schools. If there are requests, make arrangements so that the program or 
service is accessible to that population. 
12. When parent-teacher conferences are scheduled, make sure that 
the notices contain a statement that accommodations will be made for disabled 
persons and provide the phone number of who to call to make such 
accommodations. 
It is the researcher's opinion that the 12 preceding recommendations, 
when completed, will bring Unit # 9 into compliance with the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. Appendix C, which is included at the end of this paper, is 
intended to be used by Unit # 9 to conduct the self-study necessary in order to 
identify areas of non-compliance. Several of the recommendations made are 
simply regarding practices and procedures and should be implemented as 
soon as possible with written documentation made when each step is taken. 
The actual transition plan should be completed by the ADA coordinator (after 
being named) and changes should follow as soon as possible. 
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Appendix A-page 1 
Americans With Disability Act Compliance Survey 
About Your District: 
Cbiif\Bre:~--------------- 8rot11ert:. ___ _ 
Nurri>erof NcnCertlied ~ees:. ___ _ Nurri>er of Certified Eni:>bfees: __ _ 
Arn.el~(alfin:ls) :. ____ _ 
Past 5 year trend of EA V: (circle one choice) 
Number and type of Administration: 
Distlii EA V: 
------Steady Increase Level Steady decrease 
Superintendent 
Central Office (Ass't Superintendents) 
Building Princ"81s 
Other (Please specify): 
About Your district's ADA compliance: 
1) Has your district completed and il'J1)!emented a compliance plan for the Americans with 
Disabilities Ad? 
Yf!/3 ~ 
(If you answer No to this question, please disregard the remainder of the survey and go to the 
bottom of the second page) 
2) Which district administrator has been responsible for the col'J1)liance plan? 
Superintendent 
Central Office (Ass't Superintendents) 
__ Building Princ"81s 
__ Other (Please specify): 
3) Did your district use an outside consultant to help write and implement your col'J1)!iance plan? 
Yf!/3 ~ 
If the answer to question # 3 is Yes, what type(s) of outside of district consultant was needed? 
(Check all that apply) Otherwise, go on to question # 4. 
__ lawfim or legal oonsultal1 
-- Govemrnert agencies 
Adieds 
-- Other.; (please specify) 
4) How much money did It cost your distrid to comply with the American With Disabilities A.er? 
$ ~F-ees 
$._ ___ Costa Aa:atn~ 
$. ____ Other(Please 1st bebN) 
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5) Of the amounts listed above in Question# 4, how much of the expense was paid through 
issuing Health/ Life-Sat ety Bonds? 
$. ___ QJnslJllirg Fees 
$.'------- C.osl:clAax>llmx.tdions 
$.. ____ Oher (Please isl beb.v) 
6) Of the amounts listed above in Question# 4, how much of the expense was paid by using 
existing district funds (or through normal anticipated revenues)? 
$. QJnslJllirg Fees 
$.. ____ C.osl:clAax>llmx.tdions 
$.._ ___ Oher (Please isl beb.v) 
7) Of the amounts listed above in Question # 4, how much of the expense was paid through long 
term borrowing methods? 
$.. ___ QJnslJllirg Fees 
$.. ____ C.osl:cl Aax>rTmx.tdions 
$.._ ___ Oher(Please isl beb.v) 
8) Please describe the actual physical changes that have been made to buildings and grounds to 
accommodate individuals with disabil~ies as part of your corrpliance ~h this act. 
If you wish to receive a copy of the results of this survey, please check the line bebw: 
Dear District Superintendent, 
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I am a graduate student at Eastern Illinois University currently working on my 
field experience project. My project is to perform the district ADA compliance for 
CUSD # 9 in Watseka, Illinois. As part of this field experience, I have developed 
a survey concerning ADA compliance across the State of Illinois. A copy of that 
survey is enclosed. 
I would sincerely appreciate it if you would take a few minutes to complete the 
survey and return tt to me in the pre-addressed, stamped envelope which is 
also enclosed. The survey is designed to give me an idea of what measures 
school districts have taken in certain geographic areas of the state in order to 
come into compliance with The Americans With Disabilities Act and the cost of 
this compliance. 
Additionally, if your district has a completed compliance plan which includes 
board policies regarding ADA compliance, I would deeply appreciate a copy of 
that plan and any accompanying documentation. If you would rather FAX the 
completed survey and any other documentation to me, our FAX number is 815-
432-5578. 
Again, I would appreciate your help in any way possible. I am trying to collect all 
surveys by May 1st, 1996. Thanks in advance for any help you can give me 
on this project. 
Sincerely, 
Roger L. Eddy 
Principal 
Watseka High School 
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IROQUOIS 
CUSD#9 
SELF-STUDY 
CHECKLIST 
(APPENDIX CJ 
Iroquois Community Unit School District # 9 
Watseka, IL 
Facility Accessibility Self-Study 
Name&TiledPas:nC.arpeug9.Jv91.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
Parking: 
Is there an adequate number of accessible parking spaces available? 
Total spaces: Accessible spaces: 
1to25 1 
26 to 50 2 
51to75 3 
76 to 100 4 
Are accessible spaces art least 8' wide, with a 5' access aisle? 
Is one in every 8 spaces, but at least one space, van accessible with a 96" wide 
access aisle, and 98" of vertical clearance? 
Are the access aisles part of an accessible route to an accessible entrance? 
Is the slope of the accessible parking area and access aisle no more than 1 :50? 
Are accessible spaces marked with a vertical sign showing the international symbol 
of accessibility? In addition, are there signs reading "van accessible" at van spaces? 
Passenger Loading Zones: 
Is there an access aisle 60" wide by 20' long adjacent and parallel to the vehicle 
pull up space? 
Is the slope of the access aisle and pull-up space no more than 1 :50? 
If there is a curb between the access aisle and the pull-up space, is there a curb ramp? 
If a walkway crosses or adjoins the driveway and there is no curb, does the walkway 
edge have a detectable warning device? 
Is there at least 114" of vertical clearance provided at the accessible passenger 
loading zones and along at least one vehicle access route to it? 
Is there a sign displaying the international symbol of accessibility at the accessible 
loading zone? 
y 
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Exterior route of travel: 
Is there at least one accessible route of travel from public transportation stops, 
accessible parking spaces, accessible passenger loading zones, public streets, 
and sidewalks to the accessible entrance? 
Is there at least one accessible route that connects accessible buildings, facilities, 
elements, and spaces that are on the same side? 
Is the accessible route(s) stable, firm, and slip-resistant? 
Is the accessible route at least 36" wide? 
If the accessible route(s) is less than 60" wide, are there passing spaces at least 60" 
by 60", or T-intersections of corridors, located at reasonable intervals but not more 
than 200' apart? 
Is there at least 80" of clear head room on every route? If an area adjoining an 
accessible route has less than 80 " of clear head room, is a barrier to warn persons 
with visual impairments provided? 
Are all obstacles along routes of cane-detectable (located within 27' of the ground 
or higher than 80", or protruding no more than 4" into the route of travel)? 
If gratings are located in walking surfaces, are the openings of the gratings no more 
than 1/2" wide in one direction? Are the long dimensions of rectangular openings 
placed perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel? 
Is the cross-slope of the accessible route(s) no greater than 1 :50? 
Is the running slope of the accessible route no greater than 1 :20, or is there an 
accessible ramp if the slope is greater than 1 :20 (Use ramp survey on following page)?' 
Are walkway level changes no more than 1/4", or if they are between 1/4" and 1/2", 
are they beveled with a slope no greater than 1 :2? 
Are there curb cuts, ramps, platform lifts or elevators where there is a change in 
level greater than 1/2"? 
Is there a curb cut wherever an accessible route crosses a curb? 
Is the slope of the curb ramp no greater than 1 :2? If there is not enough space to use 
a 1 :12 slope or less, is the slope of the curb ramp no greater than 1 :10 for a maximum 
rise of 6", or 1 :8 for a maximum rise of 3". 
y 
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N NA 
Are maximum slopes of adjoining gutters, immediately adjacent road surface, or 
accessible route no greater than 1 :20? Is the transition from the curb ramp to 
adjoining surfaces flush and free of abrupt changes? 
If a curb ramp is located where pedestrians must walk across the ramp, or where it is 
not protected by handrails of guardrails, does it have flared sides with a maximum 
slope of 1 : 10? 
Is the width of the curb ramp, not including the flared sides, no less than 36"? 
Is the surface of the curb ramp stable, firm and slip-resistant? 
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Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding parking or loading zones. 
a.amps: 
Are the ramp slopes no greater than 1 :12? 
Is the rise of each ramp run (vertical distance between landings) no greater than 30"? 
Is the cross slope no greater than 1 :50? 
Do all ramps longer than 6' or width more than 6" rise, have railings on both sides? 
Are railings continuous, sturdy, and between 34" and 38" high? 
Is the width between railings or curbs at least 36"? 
Are ramps stable, firm, and slip resistant? 
Is there a 5' long level landing at every 30' horizontal length of ramp, at the top 
and bottom of every ramp and where the ramp changes direction? 
Do ramps and landings with drop-offs have walls, railings, projecting surfaces, 
or curbs at least 2" high to prevent people from slipping off of the ramp? 
Stairs: 
Do stairs have closed risers? 
Are stair treads no less than 11 "? 
Do stairs have continuous handrails on both sides, with extensions beyond the top 
and bottom stairs? 
Do nosings project no more than 1 1/2"? 
Lifts: 
If platform lifts are used, can a person using a wheelchair enter, operate, and exit the 
lift without assistance? 
Is the platform lift at least 30" by 48"? 
Is there at least 30" by 48" of clear space for a person using a wheelchair to approach 
to reach the controls and use the lift? 
If there is a door on the lift, is the door accessible? 
y 
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N NA 
Are controls between 15" and 48" high (up to 54" if a side approach is possible)? 
Are the controls operable with one hand, and without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
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Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding ramps, stairs, or 
lifts. 
Entrances: 
Are at least 50% of all public entrances accessible? Is at least one accessible entrance 
a ground floor entrance? 
Do all inaccessible entrances have signs indicating the location of the nearest 
accessible entrance? 
If not all entrances are accessible, are the accessible entrances identified by the 
international symbol of accessibility? 
Does at least one door at each accessible entrance have at least 32 inches clear 
opening (for a double door, at least one 32" leaf)? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Is the threshold level (less than 1/4" high) or beveled with a slope no greater than 
1 :2 up to 1/2" high (3/4" maximum for exterior sliding doors)? 
Are door handles at accessible entrances no higher than 48 " and operable with one 
hand and without tight grasping, pinching or twisting of the wrist? 
Can accessible doors be opened without too much force? ( maximum is 5 lbs for 
interior doors) 
If accessible doors have closers, do they take at least 3 seconds to close at 
a point 3" from the latch? 
y 
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N NA 
Make any written comments or instructions below or on back of this sheet regarding 
entrances. 
Lobbies and Corridors: 
Does the accessible entrance connect with all accessible elements of the building? 
Is the accessible route to all public spaces at least 36" wide? If the accessible route 
turns around an obstruction less than 48" wide, is the route at least 42" wide on the 
approach to and exit from the tum and at least 48" wide at the base of the turn. 
Is the cross-slope of the accessible route no steeper than 1 :50? 
If the accessible route is less than 5' wide, are there passing spaces 5' by 5' or 
T-intersecting corridors located at reasonable intervals no more than 200' apart? 
Is there at least 80" of clear head room on every route? If an area adjoining an 
accessible route has less than 80" of clear head room, is a barrier to warn persons 
with visual impairments provided? 
Are floors on an accessible routes stable, firm, and slip resistant? 
Is the slope no more than 1 :20, or is there a ramp when the slope is greater than 1 :20? 
If objects mounted to the wall have leading edges between 27" and 80" from the 
floor, do they project no more than 4" into the route of travel? 
Are walkway level changes less than 1/4", or, if they are between 1/4" and 1/2", are 
they beveled with a slope no greater than 1 :20? 
Are ramps provided for changes in level greater than 1/2"? 
Does at least one door into each public space have at least a 32" clear opening. 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force ( 5 lbf maximum for interior doors)? 
Are door handles at least 48" high of less and operable without tight grasping, pinching 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled with a slope no greater 
than 1 :2, up to 1/2" high? 
Do signs that provide direction to, or information about, functional spaces of the 
building, comply with the appropriate requirements for directional signage? 
y 
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N NA 
Lobbies and Corridors:(Cont.) 
Do signs designating permanent rooms and spaces, such as restroom signs, signs 
at exit doors, and room numbers, comply with the appropriate requirements for tactile 
signage? Do all signs meet legibility requirements regarding contrast and charachter 
proportion? 
Do alarms have both visual and audible signals? 
y 
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N NA 
Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding lobbies and corridors. 
Rooms and spaces: 
Are all aisles and pathways to materials and services at least 36" wide? 
If aisles between fixed furniture are less than 5' wide, are there passing spacers 5' by 5' 
or intersecting aisles at reasonable intervals not exceeding 200' maximum? 
Are floors stable, firm and slip-resistant? 
Is carpeting low-pile, tightly woven, and securely attached? 
In routes through public areas, are all obstacles cane-detectable (located within 27" 
of the floor or higher than 80", or protruding not more than 4" from the wall)? 
Is there at least 80" of clear headroom on every route? If an area adjoining an accessible 
room has less than 80" of clear head room, is a barrier to warn persons with physical 
impairments provided? 
Does at least one door in each public space have at least a 32" clear opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force ( 5 lbf maximum for interior doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
Do signs designating permanent rooms and spaces, such as rest room signs, signs 
at exit doors, and room numbers, comply with the appropriate requirements for 
signage? Do all signs meet legibility requirements regarding contrast and 
charachter proportion? 
Do signs that provide direction to, or information about, functional spaces of the building 
comply with the appropriate requirements for directional signage? 
If fixed or built in seating or tables are provided in accessible public or common use 
areas, do at least 5%, but not less than one, of the fixed or built in seating areas or 
tables provide 30" by 48" of clear floor space? 
y 
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N NA 
Rooms and spaces:(Cont.) 
Are the aisles between fixed seating at least 36" wide? 
Are the tops of at least 5% of fixed tables or counters between 28" and 34" high? 
Are knee spaces at accessible fixed tables at least 27" high, 30" wide and 19" deep? 
Are at least 50% of the drinking fountains, but at least one, on each floor accessible? 
Do the accessible wall- and post-mounted cantilevered units have clear knee space 
27' high, 30" wide and 17-19" deep? Do these units have a minimum clear floor space 
of at least 30" by 48" to allow a person who uses a wheelchair to approach the unit 
facing forward? 
Do the accessible free standing or built-in drinking fountains not having a clearing space 
under them have clear floor space of at least 30" by 48" in front to allow for a parallel 
approach to the unit? 
Do the accessible drinking fountains have spouts no higher than 36"? 
Are controls on accessible drinking fountains mounted on the front or the side 
near the front edge, and operate without tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of the 
wrist? 
If pay or public use phones are provided, is there clear floor space of at 30" by 48" in front 
of at least one in each bank, that allows a parallel or perpendicular approach by a person 
using a wheelchair? 
Are the operable parts of the accessible phone(s) 15" to 48" high (9" to 54" if a side 
approach is possible)? 
Do the accessible phones have push-button controls? 
Are the accessible phones hearing aid compatible? 
Are the accessible phones adapted with volume control? In addition, do 25%, 
but not less than one, of all other public phones have volume control? 
Are the accessible phones and all the phones with volume control identified with 
appropriate signage? 
If there are four or more public phones in the building, is one of the phones 
equipped with a text telephone (TT or TTD)? 
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Y N NA 
Rooms and spaces:(Cont.) 
Is the location of the text telephone identified by accessible signage 
bearing the TDD symbol? 
When a bank of telephones consists of three or more public pay phones, 
is at least one public pay phone equipped with a shelf and outlet? 
Do all banks of telephones that do not contain a text telephone have appropriate 
directional signage placed adjacent to them indicating the location of the text 
telephone? If the facility has no banks of telephones, is there appropriate directional 
signage provided at the entrance? 
Do alarms have both visible and audible signals? 
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V N NA 
Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding rooms and spaces. 
Toilet rooms: 
If rest rooms are available to the public, is at least one rest room on each floor 
that has public rest rooms (either one for each sex, or unisex) on an accessible route 
and fully accessible? 
Are there signs at inaccessible restrooms that give directions to accessible ones? 
When not all toilet facilities are accessible, are accessible toilet rooms identified by 
the international symbol of accessibility? 
Do doors have at least a 32" clear opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force ( 5 lbf maximum for interior doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operable without tight grasping, pinching or 
twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the operating hardware exposed and usable from 
both sides when the doors are fully opened? 
Is there tactile signage identifying the rest rooms, placed on the wall at the latch side 
of the door, centered 60" above the floor? 
Is there a 5' diameter clear space or a T-shaped space in the rest room to make turns? 
Are all fixtures on an accessible route? 
Is there at least one wheelchair-accessible stall that is at least 5' wide, clear of the 
door swing, and at least 56'' long if the toilet is wall-mounted or 59" long if the toilet 
is floor-mounted? If it is technically infeasible to provide such a standard stall, 
is there a stall that is either 36" by 66" or 48" by 66" if the toilet is wall-mounted of either 
36" by 69" or 48" by 69" if the toilet is floor-mounted? 
Can the door to the accessible toilet stall be operated without twisting or fine 
movement, on both the inside and outside? 
Do the accessible toilet stalls have a minimum door opening of at least 32"? 
Are there accessible grab bars in accessible toilet stalls? 
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Y N NA 
I 
L 
Toilet rooms:(Cont.) 
Are there accessible grab bars in accessible water closets not located in stalls? 
Are the accessible toilet seats 17" to 19" high. 
Are the flush controls on accessible toilets no higher than 44" and mounted on 
the wide side of toilet areas? 
Is the toilet paper dispenser at least 19" above the floor? 
Does one lavatory have a 30" wide by 48" deep clear space in front, 
with a maximum of 19" of that depth under the lavatory? 
Is the lavatory rim no higher than 34" from the floor? 
Is there at least 29" from the floor to the bottom of the lavatory apron? 
Is there at least 8" of clearance toward the wall provided for knee clearance? 
Is there a maximum of 6" of clearance outward from the wall provided for toe 
clearance? 
Can the faucet be operated with one hand and without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are hot water pipes and drain pipes insulated, or configured to avoid 
contact with the legs of a person using a wheelchair? 
Are soap and other dispensers and hand dryers no higher than 48" for forward 
reach or 54" for side reach? 
Can they be operated with one hand and without twisting or fine movement? 
Is there a clear floor space of 30" by 48" in front of the dispensers? 
Is the mirror mounted with the bottom edge of the reflecting surface no higher than 40"? 
If alarms are provided in the rest room, do they have both visual and audible signals? 
ADA Compliance 
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Make any written comments or Instructions below or on back of this sheet regarding 
toilet rooms. 
Shower rooms: 
Are shower rooms on an accessible route and fully accessible? 
When not all shower rooms are accessible, are accessible shower rooms identified 
by the international symbol of accessibility? 
Do doors have at least a 32" opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force (5 lbf maximum for interior doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operable with one hand and without tight 
grasping, pinching or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the operating hardware exposed and usable from 
both sides when the doors are fully opened? 
Is there tactile signage identifying the rest rooms, placed on the wall at the latch side 
of the door, centered 60" above the floor? 
Is there a 5' diameter clear space or a T-shaped space in the rest room to make turns? 
If a standard shower stall is provided, is it at least 36" by 36"? 
If a roll-in shower stall is provided, is it at least 30" by 60"? 
Is appropriate clear floor space provided at shower stalls? 
Is a seat provided in shower stalls 36" by 36"? Is it mounted between 17" and 19" 
above the shower floor on the wall opposite the controls and does it extend the full 
depth of the stall? 
Where a fixed seat is provided in a 30" by 60" minimum shower stall, is it a folding 
type and is it mounted on the wall adjacent to the controls? 
Are accessible grab bars provided in accessible shower stalls? 
Are accessible faucets and other controls that are operable with one hand and 
without tight grasping, pinching or twisting of the wrist provided in accessible shower 
stalls? 
ADA Compliance 
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Shower rooms:(Cont.) 
If provided, are curbs in shower stalls 36" by 36" no higher than 1/2". 
If a 30" by 60" shower stall is provided, does it have no curb? 
ADA Compliance 
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Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding shower rooms. 
Assembly areas: 
Does at least one door in each public space have at least a 32" clear opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force ( 5 lbf maximum for interior doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
In assembly areas with fixed seating, is the required number of wheelchair locations 
provided (see table at § 4.1.3 (19)(a) of ADAAG)? 
Is each wheelchair space at least 48" deep from the approach from the front or rear, 
and 60" deep for approach from the side? 
Do wheelchair spaces adjoin an accessible route that also serves as an accessible 
means of egress? 
Is at least one companion fixed seat provided next to each wheelchair seating area? 
Does an accessible route connect wheelchair seating locations with performing areas, 
including stages, arena floors, dressing rooms, locker rooms and other spaces used 
by performers? 
In assembly areas where audible communications are integral to the use of the 
space, are an adequate number of assistive listening systems provided? 
Is there signage indicating the availability of the assistive listening devices? 
ADA Compliance 
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Make any written comments or instructions below or on back of this sheet regarding 
Assembly areas. 
Cafeterias: 
Does at least one door into each public space have at least a 32" clear opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force (5 lbf maximum for interior 
doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
Are at least 5%, but a minimum of one, of the fixed tables accessible? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
Is the knee space at accessible tables at least 27" high, 30" wide and 19" deep? 
Is the top of each accessible table or counter between 28" and 34" above the floor? 
ADA Compliance 
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Where possible, are the accessible tables or counters distributed throughout the space? __ 
Are all aisles between accessible fixed tables at least 36" wide? 
Where counter service is provided, is there at least a 60" long portion of the main 
counter that is no more than 34" high and at least 27" of knee space below or is 
service available at accessible tables within the same area? 
Do food service lines have at least 36" clear width? 
Are tray slides no more than 34" above the floor? 
Cafeterias:(Cont.) 
Are at least 50% of self-service food service shelves 15 to 48 "for perpendicular 
approach and 9" to 54" for parallel approach? 
Are self-service shelf and dispensing devices for tableware, dishware, condiments, 
food, and beverages installed 15" to 48" for forward approach and 9" to 54" for 
parallel approach? 
Do self-service shelves and vending machines have at least a 30" by 48" clear 
floor space? 
Are vending machines on an accessible route? 
ADA Compliance 
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Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding Cafeterias. 
Libraries: 
Does at least one door into each public space have at least a 32" clear opening? 
Are appropriate maneuvering clearances provided at accessible doors? 
Can doors be opened without too much force (5 lbf maximum for interior 
doors)? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
Are at least 5%, but a minimum of one, of the fixed tables accessible? 
Are door handles 48" high or less and operate without tight grasping, pinching, 
or twisting of the wrist? 
Are all thresholds level (less than 1/4"), or beveled, with a slope no greater than 1 :2 
up to 1/2" high? 
If there are sliding doors, is the opening hardware exposed and usable from both 
sides when the doors are fully open? 
If there is a turnstile or security device, is there an accessible door or gate adjacent 
to it? 
Is at least one lane for each checkout area accessible? 
Are at least 5% (but a minimum of one) of fixed seating, tables, or study carrels 
accessible? 
Is there a clear floor space of 30" by 48" for wheelchair spaces at accessible tables? 
Are the tops of the accessible fixed tables between 28" and 34 " above the floor? 
Is there knee space under the accessible, fixed tables 27" high, 30" wide and 
19" deep. 
y 
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Libraries: (Cont.) 
Are the aisles leading up to and between accessible tables and carrels at least 
36" wide? 
Is the clear aisle space at the card catalogs and magazine displays at least 36" wide? 
Is the minimum clear aisle space between stacks at least 36" 
Are card catalogs between 18" and 54" high? 
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Make any written comments or instructions on back of this sheet regarding Libraries. 
